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It's a Pfautee ...in stock and available
today with these outstanding
features .•.aU standard!

I!f' GE IFANUC Series 15 CNC ..with
universal-menu programming to
fully automate setup

IifFANUC DigitaJ AC servo drives
on aU Saxe, as well as FANUC
microprocessor -controlled hob
spindle drive system

i;i{Worktable with twe-start double
:worm and worm gear drive

i!f.Hob head with taDgential slide.
including hydro-mechanical.
clamping/unclamping .of
bob bead wive]

IlfQuick-cbange hob arbor
clamping, including hydro-
mechanical clamping attachment
for outboard bearing support

!if'SmaD footprint. design, including
attached-tank hydraulic and
recirculating lube system

~ Built and supperted by American
Pfauter, conveniently located in
Rockford. Illinois U.S.A.

-

...And mRch more!
For the gear hobber you've aI.\\'ays wanted,
call (815) 282-3000

1351 Windsor Road
Loves Park. IL 61132·2696 U.S.A.

Umrled Pannershrp
Phone: 815-282·3000
Telelax: e15-282·3075
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Cutting
Introduces ...
Opti-GashT'1 Hobs
In response to industry's demands
for higher production and accu-
racies. and as a result of the
successful introduction of our
Wafer concept for throw-away
tools. PMCf has developed the
Opti-Gash" hob.
This hob, designed for a specific
production application, optimizes
the hob design for maximum
benefits in p~oductivity and
generated gear geometry.
Until now. most hobs have been
designed with the minimum
number of gashes to produce a
required gear tooth geometry cou-
pled with the maximum number
of available resharpenings,
Today's high costs of operation
demand higher production rates

of greater accuracy gears on
fewer. more expensive machines.
The Opt i-Gash hoh has been
developed to meet these demand-
ing and conflicting requirements.
Our engineers designed this hob
around a specific chip load and
created a tool having an optimum
number of gashes at a diameter
and length to suit the machine
capability and part requirement.
The result is a hob which will
produce a high degree of form
accuracy - and a machine cutting
load generating low-spindle
torques - producing as a conse-
quence the highest possible lead
and index accuracy.
The low chip-load, high-quality
tool steel and coatings, along with

efficient cutting geometry result
in higher cutting rates and many
more pieces per sharpening than
with conventional solid or
segmental hobs.
The resulting reduction in machine
change-over time. resharpening
and recoatinz cost!'>more than
compensate; for the reduced
number of available sharpenings,
Accuracy? The Opti-Gash is
available in all accuracy classes-«
better than AA DIN or AGMA
standards if required. For a spe-
cific proposal on an Opti-Gash
hob for your application, send
full part and machine data 1.0 your
local representative or contact
the PMCT sales engineer for
your area.

aag Cutfing J;
1351 Windsor Road, P.O. Box 2950, Loves Park, IL61132·2950 USA
Telephone 815-877·8900 .• FAX 815·877·0264
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This is how America gears
up for quality -
Most of the universal CNC gear inspection systems sold In the
U.s. come trom M&M Precision Systems. More than all our
competitors combined.
Why7
Because M&M systems give you the strongest competitive
advantage.
How?
Consider these three examples:

Easi.r' _.. eclion
Once your part is on an M&M machine. the computer screen
prompts you to enter specifications. Then you tell It what fea-
tures you want to analyze. and the machine inspects the part.
The next time. all you do is enter the part number. Irs that easy.

More ea,paliIDly
You get true [notjus: theoretical) index. lead and involute testing
using imeractive Generative MetrOlogy techniques. The inspec-
tion of blanks and cutting tools as well as gears. SPC and cutting
tool software. And the ability to inspect gear surface finiSh. spiral
bevel and hYPold gears. worms. involute scrolls, and male/female
helical rotor vanes.

Betta 'technica'. suP ..... nellseme.
You'll get a choree of standard or custom engineered packages
with speCific application software. And M&M programs are
always written In EngliSh to avoid problems with translations
or cultural difFerences. So you'll avoid clashes between your
American results approach and orner countries' pr,ocess
approach

Get all the fast, fr,ee facts in the J 2-page M&M DC Gear
.Analyzers brochure. Crrcle the number below. Call 513/

859-8273. Or Fax 5 r 3/859-4452 today.
And put your quality in gear.

CIRCLE A·10 on READER REPLY CARD,
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Cover photo courtesy of Pfauter-
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lI0nmT & SOUl

FINE COWBOY ARTIFACTS

bridles '* buckles "* horsehair

bits *: books "* be/Is "* bolos

chaps * spurs * saddles

9929 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90034

(310) 202·0010 BY APPOImlE1w'T
FAX(iU0l202-l3~O'* western collectables '*
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SHARPEN

NeweNC

ADVANTAGE GSK400

W t h

YOUR

Technology

GMI-Kanzaki
will sharpen
youradvan-
tage because
the cost of a
new Gear
Shaver may be
comparable to
restoring
obsolete
equipment.

ew machinery offers cutting

edge. CNC techoology.
compared to outdated,

mechanical controls.
The bottom line Is that

Kanzaki World Class Shaving
machines are good for your
bottom line. Kanzaki's heavy

duty construction, state-of-
the-art control package and
premium gear shaving
features deliver optimal
performance and accuracy.
That means hardened slides
for maximum rigidity and
stability. improved 1001life and
quicker set-ups with higher
quality levels.

GMI-Kanzaki world class
shaVing machines will
increase your production
level's with no rejects. thereby
enhancing overall shop
profitability .

.KIJNZIIK'

COST 'PRODUCTIVITY

GSK-400 REBUILT GSK-400 REBUILT
----

--- -

GMI-Kanzski gives you the edge to emerge as a major player in a world economy.

GMI-Kanzaki
670B Ivandale Rd.
P.O. Box 31036
Independence, OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230 FAX (216) '642-0231
CIRCLE A-6 on READER REPLY CARD
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CUT YOUR TIME
1.11.,.wlth IFHUSA, you kID,OW
,exac,tll wh'at
you,rl hobs wi,li do!

IFHUSA takes the' question out ofgeru hobbing
with hobs that are testedland certiried-before
they leave OUlr plant. We will even FAX our
state-of-the-art hob test results ... before we'
ship, It is your assurance that each FHUSA
hob you receive will deliver the' extremely
critical tolerances you eX!pe~-not lonlyas
received new, but aft,er each sharpeni:ng to
the last usable edge, of cutting Ide.

GMI

If you need consistent conformance to A or
AA standa1rds, specify FHUSA ... the hob that.
deliivers top quality by all standaeds ... AGMA,
lOIN, ISO, etc,

IForfulrther linformaf;ion, FAX us. We wilill return
FAX a typi:calll hob report tor your r;eview. GMI,
RO. Box 31038, Independence, Q,H 44131.
Phone ,(216) 1642-0230. IFAX (21:6)1642-0231.

CIRCLE A-7 on READER REPLY CARD



0Je-
New Year

IIIt always SIT; kes me as some: hing of an lrony that the brightest holidays of the

year fall in the deepest part of the darkest sea ion, They come when the days are tile

shortest the clouds the thickest.jhe weather (at least in Chicago), the worst. And yet it

is at precisely this time when we celebrate the happier human emotions of family, love.

and charity and somewhat arbitrarily declare avnew" year.

We indulge in the symbolically optimistic exercises of opening OUf new calendars

and malting OUI New Year's resolutions.

Underlying all the hype and hoopla ofthe

holidays is tllle implicit assumption that
we have a clean slate, a fresh start, an-

other chance. Next year, we think, how-

ever briefly, win be better.

And why not? Maybe it wiIJ be.

This year" on a national scale, the

notion of the clean slate is even stronger.

Soon there will be ,I new president in

Wa hington, dozens of new con-

gresspeople, a lot of new faces. In No-

vember nearly two-thirds of the voters in

America said quite dearly that it was time

for omething new. They may not have

been sure what that something new wa ,

but they were sure they wanted it - and

they got it. Reason enough to be hopeful,

at lea t in the hort term.

The cau e for optimism are not en-

tirely artificial either. Slowly, slowly the

economy is getting better, Exports remain strong. There are some signs that unemploy-

ment is declining. Psychologically, perhaps because there will be new faces in Wa 11-

ington, perhaps because of the holiday season, perhaps because people are just tired of

feeling gloomy, consumer confidence seems a bit stronger.

Incur own industry. the overall export situation is good news, and cutting tool sales

PUBLISHER'S PAGE
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here in America are very strong. The en e that the recession may be winding down

breeds optimism for us too. We are by no means out of the woods yet. but a feeling

exists in the gear industry that finding the way may be pos ible after all.
It's a new year kind of feeling. We have another chance to do it right.

At. Gear Technology, we are no less susceptible to thi ingrained optimism than

anyone else. We have great plans for the new year too. For the first time. in [993 we

are assigning special themes to certain issues. For example, this January/February

issue deals with matters relating to cutting too] . Other focu. es for the year include

heat treating and the computer in design and manufacturing, as well as our traditional

Gear Expo pre-show and show issues. Our final new venture for the year will be a
Buyer' Guide Supplement. These plans are the fulfillment of our on-going New

Year's re elution to make Gear Technology even better and more useful to you, our

readers and adverti ers ..

Actually. we could use yourhelp with keeping thi important resolution.In this issue,

you will find a Reade r Survey similar to the one we ran in the last is ue. Please take a

few minutes [0 fiU it. outand return it to' u either by mail or fax. The an wers you give

will help 'U in planning forthe coming year.
At the arne time. we'd like to say a special thanks to those of you who returned

the survey la t month ..W,e loved the compliments, and we welcome your suggestions
for improvement.

One of the things that pleased us most

about the survey was the nurnberof you whlo

said that you used Gear Technology as a

:resource when purchasing new equipment.
That's good new both for us and our adver-IIj5 t' isye-ar

6( e-veryyear 1ter. risers. h's Important for them - and LIS - to

know that their ad dollar: are well-spent in

our page . When you contact. them to pur-

cha eproduct .be sure to let them know you
aw their ad in Gear Technology and that

L- ~~ __ ~ ~~

you appreciate their support of the magazine. They are the ones who make it possible for

us to bring you the information you tell us is so valuable.

Ba ed on the results of the urvey, we do have a lor to be eptimistic about, even

though as Iwrite thisedltorial. the days are still growing horter, and the sun has not

shined in 20 days. Still, the new year is on the way. Its arnval is always a sign of hope,

which Ambrose Bierce described as desire and expectation rolled into one. And

perhaps it is appropriate that the new year does arrive just at the time when things seem

the darke t. After all, the day will soon begin to get longer; the weather will slowly

warm again; we do get a dean calendar and a dean slate; and we all desire and expect

thi year will be better than last. That desire, expectation, and hope is our wish for you

at the beginning of 1993. e _r __
~.

el Goldstein, - .

PublisherlEdjtor-in-Ch,ief
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YOUR IKEY TO IHEAT TREATI'N,G MARKETS.",

Gear Technol,ogy's next issuewiU focus ,on heat trea,ting. Get the word out

a'bout your Irel'ated Iproduct or service to 'O,UJ 15,000 interested buyers and

decision makers, Ca,1I Patricial Ham at (7081437-6604 t,o find out how.

• Up to 1 DP 72" IP.D.18" Face • Inspection by Hofler Gear Checker
• Spur. Helical, or Crowned' with Computer Printouts available
• Up to' AGM~AQuality Class 14 • Low tooling costs
• Experienced Craftsmen • On~time delivery

We can Salvage Gears D.istorted by Heat Treatment .
o

~ MIDVV1E,ST iGEAR
2182 Aurora ;Road (Rt82) • Twinsburg. OM 44087

Phone: 2.16-425-4419 • FAX: 216~425-8600
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GEAR TECHNOLOGY RAPID READER FAX FORM

We want to make GEAR TECHNOLOGY the best, most
useful magazine it can be for you, the reader. To do that we
need to know what you think: about G AR TECHNOLOGY
and its content. Please take a few minutes to 'ml out the
attached form and fax it to us al (708) 437-6618, Help us
make GEAR TECHNOLOGY I:hebestit can be.

My name is My company i

PILEASE RATE TKIS ISSUE. CHECK THE BIlX THAT AP,PlI£S.

EXCEllENT

Cover image

Design of interior

Overall editorial content

fEATURES:

New CUlling Toof Development

High Technology Hobs

Line of Action: Concepts & Calculations 0

o

Environmentally Safe Cutting Fluid

Gear Fundamentals

Ttu us HOW y,OU READ, A'ND USE GEARTECHNOLOGiY"

o Shop' loor o Calendar o Management Matters 01 Ad Index o ,Publi her's Page

1, How many of the 1992 is ues have you read or looked through? (Circle onc.)

6 of 6 issues 3 of 6 issues None

5 of 6 issues 2 of 6 issues Have not yet received 6 issues

4 of6 i ue J of 6 i ues

2.. How useful is GEAR TECHNOLOGY 10 you in your work?
o Very useful. 0 Somewaat u eful o Not very useful

3, Which of the following GEAR TECHNOLOGY columns and departments do you read/refer to regularly?

4. Do you save or refer to past issues of GEA_RT CH~OLOGY?
DYe, ave it 0 Receive it, but do 1101 save it

PILEASE F.AX lHIS, FORM TO IUS Al (108) 431'·~661,B'DR MAIL IT 10 1'42§ ILUNT AV,ENUE. ElII( 1GII1'IlV&VIILLA'GE,.lllLlIINO:IS. U.S ..A, 6000'1.

TIHANKS IFOR YOUR: HEtP.
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Application
Analysis

Question: I have beard the terms
"saf;ety faeter," "service factor;' and
"application fador" used in discuss-
ing gear design. Wbat .are these fac-
torsand how dn they di:fter from.one
another? Why are they important?

Bil! Bradley & Don McVittie reply:
In any gear design, it is critical to

make allowances for unknown vari-
able in materi als, rnachinmg tolerances.
loading, etc. Various terms (factor of
afety, ervice factor, and application

factor) are used In the gear industry to
describe thi important concept. These
terms are among the many formula vari-
ables (influence factors) which are used
for determining the calculated load ca-
pacity of gears produced for various
designs. manufacturing method. and
uses. Many of these factors have been
empirically developed from accumu-
latedexperience. Therefore, it iscriti-
cal that they be used inthe manner
originally intended. The influence fac-
'tors are normally used as modifiers to
either a calculated stress from part con-
figuration and applied load, or to an
allowable stress number based on ma-
terial properties. The gear designer can
then compare the modifiedcalculated
stress to the modified allowable stress
number for a specific design ..to deter-
mine suirabilityfor a given application.

The gear designer, manufacturer.

William. A. Bradlev
lOon McV,ittie

buyer, and user must all have a clear
understanding of the meaning and im-
plications of'these terms when compar-
ing gear capacity using different stan-
dards. The following definitions are
given to explain the difference between
the e terms as applied to gearing.

Factor of Sa~ety
The term" factor of safety" or "safety

factor" has historically been used by
designers and engineers to describe a
genera] derating factor for limiting
the design stress in proportion to the
material strength. A factor of safety
accounts for uncertainties ill de ign
analysis accuracy. material character-
istics, and manufacturing quality.

When using a factor of safety, one
must also consider the risk to human
safety and the economic consequences
of failure or machine "down-time."
The greater the uncertainties or conse-
quences of these considerations. the
higher the factor of safety hould be.
As these items become known with
more certainty. the value of the influ-
ence factors can be more accurately
determined, For example, an automo-
bile transmission which is subjected
to full-size. full-load prototype re t-

illgand rigorous quality control of
dimensions, materials, and proce ses
durrng manufacture, could have a
more precise factor of safety than a

......._---------._------------- - - ---

Addressyolur ge'alri:ng ques-
tions to our panel Df experts.
'Writ,e to. them care of ShDP
F;IDDr. Gear Tecihnology,. P..0 ..
Box 114216, Elk Grov,eVilla,gle,
IL 60009" Dr caU our le,d'ito,r,ia!1
staff at (108) 431~6604.

Wililiiam A.IBr,adl,ev
is the Manager, Technical
Di vision, of A GMA and the
technical editor of the
AGMA Nt'n's Dire,I'l,

D'on IMIcVittiie
is the principal of Gear
Engineers, lnc., Seattle,
WA. and one of.fJ.£JH
Technolofr·,I' tcchnicot
editors,
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hoist made in small quantitiesunder
normal commercial practices.

Gear testing, field experience.and
material analysis BJ'eamong the ways
one can obtain more knowledge for
design, As your design practices be-
come more comprehensive, some in-
fluence factors can lbe removed from
theunknown area of "factor M afety"
and introduced as predictable por-
bans of tile de ign method. The
A'GMA materia] reliability factor, CR,

is an example.
Factor of safety hasalso been used

to account for uncertainties in "applied
loading" or unknown overloads. In gear
design, however. service factors orap-
plication factors have been used to cover
this uncertainty.

Application Factor
An appl ieation factor is used to make

allowance for .any externallyapplied
overloads (loads in excess ofthe norni-
nal transmitted load). Application fac-
tors are established only with con id-
erable field experience with a specific
design. In determining the application
factor. consider the fact that systems
develop momentary peak torques ap-
preciably greater than these determined
by the nominal ratings of the prime
mover or dri ven equipment. Many pos-
sible sources of overloads, such as
system vibrations, acceleration tor-
ques. over-speeds, variations ill sys-
tem operation, split-path load sharing
among multiple prime movers,. and
changes in process load conditions,
also must be considered.

Service Factor
A service factor is traditionally ap-

plied as a multiplier of the nominal
application load to determine catalog
selections of pre-de ignedgear units.
hI AGMA gear rating. the service fac-
tor has been used to include the com-
bined effects of the requ ired life cycle ,
material reliability, and application fac-
tors in 311 empirically determined single
influence factor. The specific math-
ematical contribution of each of '!.hee
items has not been satisfactorilye tab-

12 GEAI\ TEetH,OlOGY

Iished, In addition, the term "service
factor" has been used when including
human safely or economic risk, which
has developed confusion between the
term factor of safety, application fac-
tor, and service factor.

To avoid confusion, it is recorn-
mended thai. r:he application facror be
used as defined - for external variabil-
ity in applied loadi ng. A factor of safety
shouldbe applied where there is human
risk, economic ri k, or remaining UIl-

certainties due to design, material, or
manufacturing quality variation.

When 3:11 application factor i used
in place of a ervice factor and a long
service life is desired, give consider-
ation to the allowable stress levels, In
the absence of pecific knowledge, a
life factor of 0.85 (multiplier for ser-
vice capacity) for pitting resistance
and 01.801 for bending strength should
be considered.

Apply a service factor ONLY to a
gear assembly, typically 10 .3 catalog
drive rating, and then only in the ab-
sence of more specific application
load data. Furthermore a service fac-
tor should be used only with the cal-
culation method used at the time this
experience factor was developed. [t

should not be used with other gear-
calculation methods, unless sufficient
knowledge and experience exists to
make a atisfactory conversion.

Other Considerations
Important considerations for your

design analysis of gear-drive systems
which are related to factor of safety,
applicetinn factor, aile! service factor
selection include:

Test and field experience. The
proper selection of application factors
and factors of afety for power rran -
mission sy tern often are not given
enough attention. Without complete
testing and field experience on each
pecific design, the application of gears

has many unknowns. Therefore, con-
servative selection of aU gearcapac:ity
calculation influence factors is recom-
mended unle s operating experience of

anidentical design is known.
TlzermalRatillg. The thermal power

rating of a gear sy tern is defined as the
power that the unit win transmit can-
tinuously without exceeding estab-
lished temperature limits. This impor-
tant consideration is necessary to main-
tain proper lubrication ..Excessive tem-
perarures are detrimental to the lubri-
cation of gear teeth and toelastomeric
seal , such that the system may not be
able to transmit the rated power with-
out excessive wear and failure.

Non-Gear Components. Every corn-
ponent of a gear unit mustallow for the
proper transmission of power, consid-
ering both internal and any external
loading. Components, such as housing
supports. shafting. keys, splinea.bear-
ings, and fasteners (bolts, nuts, etc.),
must be designed and manufactured to
maintain the gear in proper po ition as
well as transmit the required power,

Gear Quality. The term "quality"
can have a number of meanings .. In
reference to gear manufacture. it. i
generally used to classify the toler-
ance applied to the gear tom.1lgeom-

SHOP FLOOR
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etry and the quality of gear materials
and heat treatment. Unless the appro-
priate gear quality level is used to calcu-
late the power rating of a gear system
and that qua.lity level is, in fact, dupli-
cated or exceeded in manufacturing,
the unit produced may not have the
desired life.

Variation of Manufacture. In addi-
tion to gears, the metallurgical quality
of all stressed parts and the geometrical
accuracy of all other components of the
drive must exceed the values assumed
in the design calculations and test units.

Some standards do not mention these
topics or do not cover them thoroughly.
It is important to know that factors
contained within AGMA standards,
such as service factor, should not be
abstracted and applied to other standard
methods of calculating gear capacity.
Mixing factors from different standards
can result in an inadequate design.

Summary
When designing and rating gearing,

there is a need to Lisefactors of safety.
service factors, and apphcation factors.
There must be a thorough knowledge of
these terms I'm proper design. As the
variables in design. materials, manu-
facturing, and loading become better
controlled. the factor of safety can be
reduced; the application factors win
represent actual loading or be replaced
by a load spectrum analysis, . uch as
Miner's Rule; and service factors may
be replaced with. factors of safety, ap-
plication factors. life factors, and reli-
ability factors.

One must dearly understand that
the gear design or analysis must ac-
count for these uncertainties, based on
experience, That is the primary respon- '
sibility of the gear engineer. •

Editor's Note: This information is based
on a presentation made o.t the Interna-
tional Federation for the Theory of Ma-
chines and Mechanisms gear meeting in
Hiroshima. Japan, in November, 1991. It
also appeared in the AGMA News Digest,
Nov/Dec, 1992. Reprintedwith permission.
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New Cutting Tool
D 1··1 • G····I'eveopments In . ear
Shaping Technology

,J. C. ICrockett
IConsultant, International Sales and IEngiineering,

Ottert'o'n, Devan, IEngland

The advemtofCN technology as applied to
gear shaping machines has, in the last 10 years,
led to' an astonishing improvement in both pro-
ductivity and quality. As is usual when devel-
opments such a. this take place, the technology
of the machine tool suddenly jumps ahead of
thal of the cutting tool, and the machine is then
capable of producing fa rer than the cutting
tool can withstand.

The cuuing tool technology wa impro ed
considerably some year ago with the advent
of titanium nitride (TiN) coatings for gear
cutting tools, and 1001 life increased dramati-
cally, together withthe ability of the tool to be
used for cutting wirh increased speed and
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feeds ..The TiN coating technique also meant
that tool life could be improved irrespective of
whether the machine tool on which iitwas used

as old or new, although the be t results are
obviously obtained when operariagunder op-
timumconditions with up-Ill-date machines.

The tool life improvement of a coated tool
relative to 311 uncoated one obviously varies
with the application. but values up tofive to
eight time the life, with only half' the tool
wear per harpening, have been experienced in
many ca es. Whal a] 0 became quickly appar-
ent was that the very best results were obtained
when the cutler was new and its cutting [ace
wa still TiN-coated. Once the cutter ha been
used and sharpened. the coming no longer
exists on the front face of the tool, and only the
coating on the nank. remain . This reduces the
5: I advantage to the order of 2 or 3: I.

Fig.l shows the same part produced at. the
same feed and speed by cutter treated in three
different ways ..From this example we see that
the coated tools produced between two to four
time the number of part for half the amount of
tool wear. The tool wear can take place all both
rile front cutting face and the side flanks of the
tool, wear 0.11 the latter being caused primarily
by interference on the relief or return stroke of
the cutter and by trapping of the chips between
the flanks of the (Dol and the gear. The wear on
the front face is usually a form of cratering
caused by the high loading combined with the



high temperature of the chips produced.
This is, of course an oversimplification,

but draws attention to the two types of tool wear
which occur. The high lubricity and surface
hardness of the TiN coating handles both these
factors very well, but once the coating is re-
moved from the front face of the cutter, the
cratering tendency returns more quickly.

W.afer Cutters
The next step in the improvements in cut-

ti.ng tool technology took place a few years
later with the development of what is now
called the wafer cutter. This technology has
lead to a further improvement in toollife for
uitable applications.

Fig, 2 shows a typical wafer cutter assembly
consi ling of the wafer cutter blade itself (typi-
cally 0.025" to 0,050" thick), together with the
clamp and backup ring, In the case shown, the
entire assembly is mounted on an adapter as
used in quick-change tooling,

The wafer i centrally mounted by means of
the clamping ring and is fixed by several screws
to the support ring, This ring is produced with
teeth which give maximum support to the teeth
of the wafer blade. The rake angle of the cutter
face is formed by deflecting the blade back
against the support ring, the face of which is
formed with the required angle. A keyway is
provided so that as each wafer blade .is re-
placed, a tooth can be placed in the same align-
ment. Of course, it abo resists the torque ap-
plied by the heavy cutting.

The wafer i in effect a disposable blade,
which is used until. the wear factor is unaccept-
able or the part qual:it)' deteriorates outside the
acceptable limit , and then the blade is thrown
away; i.e., it is not resharpened.

One ofthe big advantages of this technique
is that the wafer is TiN-coated all over and,
therefore, the optimum face is always pre-
sented to the workpiece. From the user's point
of view. the most important factor is the blade
quality, which i entirely the responsibility of

- Clump

After
Clamping

I Wafer~~====~=====--~~~
Before
Clamping

Fig., 2

Fig. 3

and, therefore, the machine tool has to be reset,
since now it is necessary to adjust the center
distance between the cutter and the workpiece
and the position of the cutting edge relative to
the gear face, (See Fig. 3.) The setup time on

the cutting tool supplier, It can be optimized in any machine is non-productive, and anything
de ign and produced to the tool supplier's that can be done to reduce this element is worth
quality standards without the issue of loss of considering. Obviously CNC facilities reduce
accuracy through poor harpening arising, setup time enormously, but the wafer technique
Sharpening inaccuracies are now eliminated, can be applied to any shaping machine and
together with the sharpening costs. show savings even if CNC is not available,

On. conventional gear shaper cutters, Ihe Wafer cutters are manufactured to a consis-
cutter reduces in diameter after it is sharpened tent size, therefore they can be replaced when
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worn out wi thout changing the machine settings,
A saving i thus experienced in both thetime
taken to change the too] and reset the machine
and the time needed 10 qualify the part. The part
size has to be requa1ified after a change in
machine size, and thi can be costly if inspection
is a bottleneck. When using the wafer concept,
no change in machine etting is necessary,

A typical example of the improvement in
the tool. life of wafer tools compared to tandard
type cutter L shown in Table I. where we see
that when the tandard coated [001 was new. it
achieved 1.400 part. while after harpening it
only achieved 700 pans: whereas the wafer pro-
duced 7.000 parts, which in this instance gives
an advantage of some five to 10: I.

One of the other advantages of the wafer
cutter not readily obvious i .the fact that it can
be de igned to give the optimum rake angles
and cutting condition . To under tand this, ,i:t ,j

necessary to consider the basic geometry of a
standard type gear shaper cutter in both its new
and worn out condition. (See Fig. 4,)

We ee that when the front face of the
cutter is sharpened by f. the outside diameter
reduces by 2 f rem a for each sharpening. The

C.D. cutterprofilei generated from a base circle.
which remain con rant through the life of the
cutter and ensures that the cutler will al.way
produce a true involute profile on the gear
throughout the cutter' life. (See Fig. 4a.)

However, other factors must also be consid-
ered. When the cutter reduces on diameter. it

Table I

Gear Material:
20MoCr4E

32 Teeth, 10 Face Width

Type of Cutter

Standard Wafer

Module 2.116

Pressure Angle

2.U6

700

7000

Number of teeth 66 66

Cutler Material
TiN-Coated

(PM)
56-5-3-8 56-5-2

N° of Parts Produced

Before Sharpening

Aner Sharpening

1400

A

cos ~o'" Bg +:Bc
C.D.

* cos ~ 1°= Bg +Bc
C.D.-f tan (1°

Bc

8

'" simplification

Fig. 4
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has to be moved in to a closer center distance
with the gear being produced in order to main-
tain the correct tooth thickne . (Note: The for-
mula 2 f tan exgiven is a simplification merely
to illustrate the point To find tile exact center
distance, it i nece ary to calculate the tigm'l
meshing centers as hown in Fig 41>,)The effect
of this change in center distance is to change the
meshing pressure angle between the cutter and
the gear, and for many applications, this is of no
importance. since the cutter till produces the
correct profile.

However. there are times when the tool
designer requires the flexibility to design the
cutterto mesh with the gear al a higher o:rlower
pres lire angle. or example, we know that the
weakest point of the cutter tooth is the tip.
which tends to crater under load, and we al 0

know that the condition can be improved by



providing a fun tip radius on the £001. The
larger the tip radius. the better for the tool life.
This tip radiu can. be increa ed by de igning
the tool with a lower meshing pressure angle.
(See Fig. Sa.) The same thing can be done with
a ccnvemionalcutter, but since the me bing
pressure angle changes as the cutter i harp-
ened back. the tip radius i not constant.
throughout its life and doe not fully blend
with the tooth flank all through its life.

When we consider gears which have to be
hayed after generating, it is e sential that the

protuberance on the tip of the cutter be pro-
vided in such a way that it undercuts the gear
flank at the point where the lip of the having
'1001engages the gear flank. The tool. de igner
has 10 choose a meshing pressure angle that.
will meet this condition both wilen the culler
is new and when worn out. This often neces-
sitates a compromise. (See Fig. 5b.)

The arne applie to (001 which. have (0

chamfer the tips of the gear in addition to
providing the undercut for 'having, since the
optimum meshing pre sure angle for the cham-
fer po ilion win not be the arne as for the
undercut position. This varies again as the (001

change: in diameter and. therefore, further com-
promises have to be made. If the tool does not
change in diameter, the positioni eased and
the tool designer has more choice of the opti-
mum conditions.

One further point concerns chip flow condi-
tions. When the chip is being generated, the
now path for the chip i continuallychanging,
and a po ilion can be reached where the chip
rolls off the leading cutting edge. but gets
trapped on the trailing edge. This is where
major damage to the tool flank can occur.

Fig .. 6 shows successive culler teeth (at
high feed rate for clarity). and we see thai
there is an opening Of! the trading flank
where the chip cannot. flow easily. The chi ps
flow at high peed and under high pressure,
and when extruding through mall open-
ing , they can become trapped and tend to
weld and smear along the cutler tooth flank .

To obtain the largest openings the meshing
pressure angle must be increased. therefore,
the tool designer i faced witb a number of
variables. and the po sition is eased if the me h-
ing conditions of the cutter do not change
throughout its life, The wafer cutter meets this

Sa
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condition since it is not sharpened after use.
Llmltatlnns

As with any process, the wafer technique
has limitations, and these must 'be borne in
mind when considering the application .. At
present, the wafer cutter is only uitable for
spur gears. since it relies on the deflection of
the blade to the support face to produce the
rake angle, and it is not possible £0 achieve a
helical. orientation. Helical cutters can be pro-
duced to a limited degree if they are flat-faced
sharpened, but this does not always offer a
satisfactory solutionvparticularly on higher
helix angles ..One further point to consider is
the fact that the front face of the wafer needs to
be clamped, sometimes creating a fouling point
as Pig, 7 illustrates.

An excellent application for the wafer cutter
is the synchro-cone shown in Fig. 8, where the
teeth are tapered and the axis of the work is
inclined relative to the cutter. This part is pro-
duced in 26 seconds, the rotary feed being as
high as 2.5 per stroke. The cutter produced
some 10,500 part in 77 hours ..

Solid Wafer
The most recent development has been the

solid wafer, which utilizes the same basic prin-
ciple as the wafer cutler, but usesa wider blade
and, consequently, does not need a front damp
plate, Fig. 9 shows a typical example where two
cutters are mounted in tandem for a double
cutting operation. This development enables
helical gears to be produced,and the cutters
may be ground with the cutting faces at right
angles to the helix angle, as would be necessary
for high-production cutting ..This type of tool is
particularly useful for multi-cutter setups where
two or more cutters are used on:the same adapter
to perform several operations at one setup.

As with the wafer cutler, the solid wafer
is not sharpened, but is u ed virtually to
destruction, or until the workpiece is out-
side its acceptable limits. The blade is TiN-
coated on all its faces.

Applications
Fig. 10 shows an excellent example of

what. can be done with a modem CNC gear
shaping machine and solid type wafer cutter
technology. The part in question is an aircraft
gear, and the teeth T and S are produced alone
clamping of the workpiece. Apart from the
obvious saving in the handling time, the tech-



:nique offers another advantage in that the two
gears are now cut around exactly tile same axis
and are, therefore, concentric to each other.

The lower cutter produces the gear T, and
the machine then automatically changes its
program and resets. This caninvolve changing
index, rotary feed. radial feed, crank speed,
center distance,and stroke length if necessary,

The upper cutter now produces gear S[0 its
required size, the two cutters having been mea-
sured for size prior to the start of the setup, and
the data placedin the machine memory, The
tools are not sharpened, but discarded when the
wear factor can no longer be tolerated, and the
replacement blades are clamped to the body of
the adapter. Production continues with no
change in machine setting.

A further example of the versatility of the
solid wafer and CNC machine technology is
shown in Fig. 11. The part in question is a long
shaft with two gears having different numbers
of teeth spaced either :ide of a flange or shoul-
der .. The arrangement is such. that the gears
cannot be cut in the same direction. Under
normal circumstances this would be a two-
cutter setup job involving turning the part over
and resetting the machine for up-cutting.

The wafer cutter itself is also an unusual
application in that it consists of two segments,
one arranged for up-cueting and tile other seg-
ment for conventional down-cutting, but both
segments being integral with each other on the
same tool. body. (See Fig. 12.)

The segment B has 70 teeth to produce the
35-tooth gear in two cuts,at which point the
component. will He in the gap between the two
segments. The segment A has 52 teeth to pro-
duce the 26- tooth gear in 2 cuts, but cutting in
the opposite direction, the segment cutter be-
ing manufactured with cutting faces opposed
to each other. The CNC machine automatically
resets and changes its program so the index-
stroke position and the cutting direction are
changed aotomatically ..

The two gears are produced at one damping
and are concentric to each other and give excel-
lent control over the tooth size. The workpiece
is large, heavy, and difficult to handle without
mechanical aids; therefore, producing both gears
in one clamping is big advantage.

Fig. 13 shows a second speed gear from an
automobile gear box which has to be shaped

26 Teeth

35 Teeth

Segment Teeth
"B" CUlling Oil
the: Up-Stroke

Fig.ll

35 Teeth I

Fig ..n

TiN-coated disc
after sharpening

Component
Data.

Disc Type
Cutter

Solid
Wafe.r

: 11IT' II I
Solid wafer

I

TiN-coated

,

I 2500

~

: . I
1- I· ._'

~ r1 I'
I

'I
I
l ~,

37 teeth 11-9 N. Mod II
25° 30' Helix Angle]

17.7 Face Width. i

Output per tool.
sharpening 250

Number of teeth
in the cutter 64 64

Useful. length
per tooth 2.83 m:m 28.34 mm

Fig. 13
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Table II· Cost Comparison

Conventional Shaper CuUer/Solid-Wafer

Shaper Cutter Solid.-Wafer

Module

Normal Pressure Angle

Number of Teeth Zo

].9 1.9

150 15°

64 64

25° 30' 25° 30'

14

32

Tool Price Per Unit OM 1,600 OM 1,000

OM 1,000

DM 5

OM 1,005

U4min.

2,500

2,850 min.
5 min.

2,855 min.

1.681

DM 1,005
x 1.681

DM 1,689

4202

DM0.40

Helix Angle

Costs Per Tool Per Sharpening DM 50

DM 100

Wage Costs For Tool Changing OM 15

OM 165

1.14 min.

250

285 min.
15 min.

300 min.

10 Shifts: 8 x lOh = 80 hours or 4800 minutes

16

DM [65
x16

DM 2,640

4000

DMO.66

Useful Widtll

Number of Resharpenings
(Average)

Costs Per Resharpening

Total Costs Per Tool
Per Sharpening

Cycle Time

Output (Number of Gears)

Tool Life Per Tool Sharpening
Time For Tool Cutting
Total Time per Sharpening

Number of Tool chucks
Per IO Shifts

Tool Costs Incl. Resharpen-
ing & Wage Costs For
Tool Changing

Number of Gears
Per 10 Shifts

Costs Per IVnit
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because of the adjacent shoulder formed by the
snychro-teeth, It shows a comparison ofre sults
obtained by conventional and solid wafer cut-
ters, both tools being TiN-coated. We see that
the solid wafer cuts 10 times the length of tooth
that a conventional cutter does.

This is further expanded in Table Il, where
the cost of producing the same gear by both
types of cutter is compared. The example
shown is currently being produced in Ger-
many and from the figures quoted, we can see
that the cost per gear is reduced by approxi-
mately one third. The time lost in tool sharpen-
ing and machine change-overtime is dramati-
cally reduced, since for the same cycle time
and 80 hours of production, the standard cutter
is changed 16 times, while the wafer cutter is
only changed L681 times. The saving illl down-
time is therefore considerable.

Another factor which should be considered
is the inventory level of the number of cutters
required. The old rules of one cutter in use, one
in sharpening, and one in the stores; i.e., a
minimum of three, no longer need apply, since
the sharpening operation is deleted. The stock
level could be reduced by 30%

The application shown in Fig. 14 is a plan-
etary gear from an automatic transmission, the
data being
upper gear 1.99 Mod. 16 teeth 9.5 face width
lower gear 1.058 Mod. 31 teeth 22.0 face width

The tooth thickness for both parts is criti-
cal and the diameter over pins has to be held

within 40p. (.0 112") on diameter. Cutting with
conventional cutters proved to be a problem,
and the requirements of continuous automatic
production and with continuous quality COIl-

trol could not be met for several reasons.
1) The pairing of the two cutters for size is

done by the cutter manufacturer initially, bur it
must be maintained in production by the user.

2) Holding this size limitation throughout
the life of Ute cutters places further restric-
tions on the choice of optimum meshing pres-
sure angle.

3) The lower cutter does considerably more
work than the upper cutter and reaches its
critical wear point long before the upper cut-
ter. This means that tool life has to be sacri-
heed unnecessarily 0111 the upper cutler, since
it has to be sharpened by more than the amount
it is worn in order to maintain the relation-



ship between the two tools,
4) Inaccurate pairing of the cutters after

sharpening inproduction causes lost "machine
downtime" for qualifying parts,

The solid wafer solved this problem in the
followingmanner:

The two cutters are mounted in tandem and
ground to the exact size by the supplier, and
since they are not to be sharpened when worn, Conventional Cutters
they do not have to be requalified for size,
Two lower cutter are manufactured for each
upper cutter, since the rate of relative wear
between the two tools is approximately 2:] ..
When the lower cutter is worn, then this
cutter only is changed. By the time this sec-
ond lower cutter is worn, the upper cutter is
now also ready to be changed. All cutters are
ground to a matched size by the tool supplier
so that they are all readily interchangeable.

The tool life improved dramatically from
280 gears between sharpenings when using
conventional tools, to 1,200 gears when us-
ing the solid wafer, approximately an 11: 1
improvement. The machine now runs for ap-
proximately six working days without stop-
ping for atool change, and the quality of the
gears produced is improved, thus the require-
ment of an automatic production process with
continuou quality control has now been met.

Non-Involute Profiles
A further advantage of the wafer sy tern is

its ability to handle special profiles and non-
involute forms. To appreciate [he reason for
this advantage over the conventional tool, it is
necessary to consider the following:

Involute System. The advantage of this sys-
tem is that the basic rack is simple and con-
stant through the life of the tool. An involute
shaper cutter will produce an involute gear of
any number of teeth throughout it life.

Special Forms (Non-Involute Profiles). In
this category the basic rack varies for each
change of shape. change of number of teeth.
and change of diameter of both workpiece
and cutting [001.

Having appreciated the fact that the basic
rack of the non-involute profile varies with
leach minor change in profile, diameter, and
number of teeth. we next have to take into con-
sideration the point made earlier in Fig. 4.

The meshing pressure angle on an involute
tool changes asit is sharpened back, but the

I
I

I

I

F.ig..14

basic rack: remains constant; whereas with
non-involute tools, the basic rack change with
the diameter of the cutter. and the profile is
therefore different from the front to the back
of the tool.

The tool supplier has to compromise when
manufacturing conventional cutter for 110D-

involute profiles and has to try to keep the
change in the basic rack to a minimum. One
way of doing this is to [educe the top rake
angle of the cutter so that the change in diarn-
eter, when sharpened. is kept to a minimum,
thus reducing the required change in profile
shape. The wafer cutter, therefore, has the
advantage that the diameter does not change
because it is not sharpened, so it is only neces-
sary to consider the basic rack at the one
diameter. It is, therefore, necessary to reduce
the top angle of the tool, and this allows the
cutting rakes to b optimized. The quality of
the profile of the cutter is also improved be-
cause h is only necessary to consider the form
of the cutter at the one position. I.!
A.clmowl'edgement: The author would like to thank
Loren, for permission to use the various case
studies cited in t'hisarticle.
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High
Technology

Hobs
Wi,uiam L. Janninck

Today's high technology hobs are visibly dif-
ferent from their predecessors. Gear hobs have
taken on a different appearance and function with
present day technology and tool and material
development. Thi article: haws the newer prod-
ucts being offered l day and the reasons for inves-
tigating their potential for 1.1 ein today' modem
gear hobber . where co t reductionand higher
productivity are wanted,

Even after some 150 years since the first hob
patent was granted, gear bobbing continues to be
the favored process for the production of many
different types of gears, and no alternate method
of making gear has yet. appeared. At this time
hob appear to be one of the basic elements in
gear manufacturing, like a wheel or lever, ami 0

far, seem to be irreplaceable.
Hobbing is u ed for making a large variety of

gears, including the smaller fine pitch gears used
in iastruments. timers. clocks and gages, where

Fig.l- Conventional hob form g.rinding. (Courtesy FH SA-Fabri.cacion de
Berramtenta y - tcnsiUos.)
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some pinions are as small as .050" in diameter and
have pitches as fine as 150 diametral pitch (DP).
On tile large side there are gears that range beyond

20' in diameter and have pitches coarser than [
diametral pitch. Such large gear are u ed in
bridges, stamping and forging presses, drag lines.
and mining and proce sing machinery. Between
these two ends of the gearing spectrum lie the
masse of gears that are u eel in the intermediate
sizes and pitches. Here is where the demand for
huge quantities of gears exists, and this is the most
likely zone of opportunity for advancements in
both machine tools for cutting the gears and in
those gear clltti,ng tools called hobs, While devel-
opment in the machine tool have moved ata
substantia] pace, the arne bas not been totally true
of gear hob , where even small changes in tool
material metallurgy or 1001 processing were only
accepted after a substantial period of trial. and
evaluation, Today hobs and machine are more
closely linked together in the gearcutting process
than ever before, and machine and tool. builders
have an opportunity to integrate the gear making
sy tern utilizing both machine advances and the
latest improvement in the cutting tool field.

Five specific areas relating to possible im-
provements in cutting tool performance can
be addre ed. These are too] material • tool
coating , tool accuracy, tool construction.
and 1001 design.

Tool.Materials
Almost all hob are made from one ofa large

family of high- peed teel composed of iron plus
some 17% to 27% of other metals- molybdenum,
tungsten, vanadium, cobalt, and chrome ..Usually
selection is made on the basis of suitability to the
material being cut, its treatment, and configura-



tion, Some consideration must be given to all the
factors involved and allowances made for tool
material toughness, brittleness, wear.grindability,
and cost. For coated tools the tool material is
really a substrate lor the coating, and usually the
higher alloy super high-speed steels are most
beneficial. Some gear materials are relatively free
machining and only require the standard tool
steels for the best economy,

Tool 'Coad~gs
A development with perhaps even more impact

has been the use of the metallic compound titanium
nitride (TiN) as a thin coating on hobs. The result
in suitable applications can extend. tool life by two
to three times compared to an uncoated tool, which
is a major improvement. This is attributed to. the
extremely high hardness, above 80 RC, and the
dissimilar nature of the coating relative to the
material being cut The coating is resistant to high
temperature and corrosion, welding, seizing, and,
therefore, wear. The gains offered by the coating
can be taken several ways, but by strategizing the
operating parameters of speed and feed, the real
advantage is to minimize the cost per gear as
registered by a gear cutting cast analysis. TiN is not
the only coating possible, and there are many that
may yet be developed and offered. Titanium
carbonitriding (TiCN) is one that is showing real
promi sefor even greater cost reduction and i.sbeing
actively used today.

Tool Aeeuracy
Tool accuracy may not directly influence cut-

ting tool performance, but can yield benefits fur-
ther down the processing line. Gear hobbing is
strictly linked geometrically, gear to hob, in the
cutting process. Inaccuracies in the cutting process,
whethercaused by the original hob quality ar
induced later in mounting orresharpeniag, have a
way of being discovered later in the finished
gears. Subsequent secondary finishing operations
on the gear, such as shaving or rolling, may not
remove all traces of hob runout, wobble, thread
spacing, or profile errors. Since one of the major
objectives today is to keep the hob in the ma-

Ground hob and cia eup
of ground teeth.

Hard finished {ground)
10 this length.

Fig. 2 - Star Cutter's conventionally gr,oond form. hob. (Gol.I:rlesy Star
Cutter Company.)
are nonexistent in the usual trade standards.

Hob Construction
The original solid or monoblock hob, which is

the most frequently used constmction, doe have
some limitations an its utility. Thi is e peci:ally so
with those hobs that are ground on form to improve
tool surfaces and increase total hob accuracy ..Fig. 1
shows the small restricted size of a grinding wheel
required to grind the hob flank as far back as
possible. The wheel must eventually leave the
flank being ground and be lifted out to start the
grinding cycle on the next hob flute, A portion
of the hob tooth length is then not useable
because of a change of geometry in that area.
Sometimes a sacrifice or compromise is made
to reduce the clearance on the tool to let the
wheel move further toward the next flute 'ex-
tending the ground length, but reduced clear-
ance generally means increased wear .. In the

chine as lang as possible, then consistency of the end, one cannot get fun utilization ofthe avail-
hob across its entire length becomes imperative, able tool material,
since the hob will be shifted in use across its Fig. 2 shows a traditionally ground solid
entire face width, and no signifi.cantvariations in Star Cutter hob and the unusable area is shown.
the gears cut can be allowed, On the multiple- Fig. 3 is an example of a new development by
start hobs that are frequently used.jhread spac- Star Cutter, a hob that is finished by a skiving
ing also becomes critical, and mast of these
super hobshave unique tolerance specified that

William L Ja_nninck
is a technical editor for
Gear Technology . He
has over 40 years' expe·
rience in gearing with
ITW Compo nella and
Tools. Lincolnwood, tl;
and is the author of nu-process, and as with grinding, the operation is mero·us papers on gear-

performed with the hob in the hardened state. ing subjects.
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Skived hob and closeup
of skived tooth.

SKiVED

Hard finished (skived) all the
way to the back of the tooth.

Fig. 3 - Skived finish hob made by Star Cutter. (Courtesy Star Cutter
Company.)

1· -~-~.
t. \

':,:,'x"'...

Fig. '* - Segement hob blades in form grinding. (Courtesy FHUSA·
Fabrication de Herramlentas y UtensiJios ..)

Fig. 5 - A FHUSA segmental hob. (Courtesy FHUSA-Fabricadon de
Herrami.entas y Utensilies.)
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The form on the hob is fini hed almost all the
way back to the next flute and can be fully
used, yielding the maximum resharpening.
The skived surface has a super fini h, good
accuracy, and is suitable for coating with TiN
and TiCN. It is limited to approximately
17.Sopressure angle ami higher.

Inserted blade hobs are another way to ad-
dress the accuracy and utilityproblems, When
the blades are made for these hobs, they are
ground while in a tipped-down position. and a
set of blades is presented to the grinding wheel as
a worm thread surface. As seen in Fig. 4, the
grinding wheel is five to 10 times larger in
diameter than that used on a solid hob, and no
cam jump is invclved; Very smooth flank finish
and good accuracy is achieved. When the blades
are mounted into the body in the cutting position
tipped up, the too] clearance angles are usually
higher than solid bobs and are conducive to
longer tool life. The entire length of the hob
tooth is consumabl.e in the sharpening cycle, and
the blades can be coated with TiN. An example
is shown in Fig. 5 ofa multiple-start hob made by
FHUSA in Barcelona, Spain.

Hob Design
In hob design there are many variables that

can be studied. The simple dimension of hob
face width can be important when trying to
increase machine up-time. Doubling the hob
length. will double time between hob sharpenings,
minimizing machine down-time, machine re et,
and setup proofing. Fig. 6 is an extra length hob
with a reduced diameter made by Pfauter-Maag
Cutting Tools. For comparison a conventional
hob is shown behind it.

Hob diameter is another variable that can be
used 10 advantage ..A smaller hob diameter per-
mits higher hob rotational speed, while keeping
the surface speed the same. In turn this reduces
approach time. and allows faster part indexing,
both of which reduce gear cutting time.

Another factor which reduces part cutting
time i the use o.fmultiple-start hobs. Since the
gear being cut and the hob are locked together
in the hob starts/gear teeth ratio, a two-start hob
will increase the indexing or turning rate to
twice that of a single start. Three starts wi.lI
increase it three times, and so on. The net result
is a significant reduction in the time it takes to
cut a gear.

The surface of a bobbed gear flank is com-



posed of a pattern of facets; feed scallops in the
longitudinal direction, and generating flats in
the lateral direction. The feed scallops are con-
trolled by the feed rate, and the generating flats
are a function of the flutes and starts in the hob,
Since gears with larger numbers of teeth require
fewer generating flats. and those with fewer teeth
need more, the flutes must be chosen carefully.
nile must depart from. the tradition of using stan-
dard fluting. which yields a somewhat la:rgenum-
ber ef'resharpenlngs, and balance the flutes, gen-
erating flats, and sharpening life to give the best
results on the gear cost analysis sheet.

Optimized Designs
The design of high-production hobs today

requires much more planning and data to arrive
at a final specification, Part data, processing
method; (i.e., finishing, pre-shave, pre-roll.or
pre-grind), gear materia] and its physical proper-
ties, targeted part production rates, gear machine
capacities and capabilities, loading and unload-
ing methods, tool change timing, number of
sharpenings desired, along with generating flats
and scallops permissible, and drip load per cut-
ting edge are used to develop the hob design and
specification. The optimization will be in the
tool material, tool coating. hob diameter and
length. number of starts. and number of flutes ..

Fig. 7 shows a hob based on the above
concept made by Pfauter-Maag Cutting Tools.
This Opti-Gash TM hob bas several resharpenings
planned into it. If the sharpenings are reduced to
zero, the hob becomes a single-use, disposable
hob. In this case the hob diameter is an addi-
tional variable, and it is made as small as
possible to permit higher hob spindle speeds.

The Wafer1'M hob, shown in Fig. 8 is a dis-
posable or throw-away hob by Pfauter-Maag
Cutting Tools. After it is dulled, it is retired and
not resharpened. The hob tooth is just thick
enough to support the cutting load, and the hob
may be of an integral arbor type to facilitate the
smallest diameter and maintain rigidity. These
tools are coated by the Tinite™ process for
further life enhancement.

Fette Tool Systems offers its version ofa
high-output hob, the Gash-master.tv shown in
Fig. 9. It is available in 8.5 DP or finer, is TiN
coated, and is a single-use. non-resharpenable
hob. As many as 48 flutes can be used. Fette also
offers a heavy duty hob which will have eight to

10 sharpenings designed into it. The hob is de-

Fig. 16 -Extra-length bob w:ilh conventional bob in back from PfauU!'r-
Maag Cutting Tools. (Courtesy .Pfauter-Maag Cutting Tools.)

Il_
Fig. 7· Opti.GasbTh1; produced by Pfauter-Maag'
(Courtesy Pfauter-M.aag Cutting Tools.)

Fig. 8 - The Wafer™ bob offered by Pfauter-Maag Cutting Tools.
(Court'esy Pfanter-Maag Cutting Tools.)
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signed with the same parameters and goals, but
incurs the resharpening cycle.

nw Component and Tools, an lUinois Tool
Works Company. offers the nlinite® Mainte-
nance-Free hob, a disposable hob with no
resharpeniag, hown in Fig. 10..It is fully coated
with a TiN or TiCN material and L COil tructed
with a bore or as a solid integral unit.

Star Cutter offers it small diameter hob. a
high-capacity hob. which is de igned for a mall
number of resharpenings, with a solid integral
drive shank or bore. It15shown in Fig ..11, and is
fully coated with their Gold Star TiN.

There are some common general feature re-
garding the super hobs, such as the Wafer,l'M
Gash-Ma ter.TMand Ulinite® Maintenance-Free
designs. They have a long. useable face width,
are as small on diameter as conditions allow,
are coated, have many flutes, have multiple-
starts, and are dispo able and not resharpened.
They always operate with a full coating on face
and flank of the hob teeth and need no recoating,
Their initial accuracy is intact. for their dura-
tion, and 110 sharpening or qualification equip-
ment or in-float inventory is needed.

The effectiveness of a. super hob or any other
hob call be measured by everal factors. One is
the number of pieces the hob can cut in its life.
preferably mea ured by the lineal tooth inches
cut. (This is the number of parts times the gear
face width times the number of gear teeth. Some
data for disposable hobs have reported 200,000
1.0 300,000 tooth-inches. and with the
re harpenable hobs. even higher numbers.) An-
other measurement factor is the floor-to-floor
time. and another is the cost of the tool. Probably
none of the e taken alone will repre ent the true
picture. which is the net cost per piece. A com-

F'ig. 10· 1Ilinite® Maintenance-Free bob made by lTW Components and plete gear cutting cost analysis, including tool
Tools. (Courtesy [TW COlnpol1entsand Tools.) co t, machine cost, etup and inspection cost,

re harpening cost. recoating co t, tool inventory
float cost, and perhaps a few additional factors.
is needed to find the co t per piece.

Many times gears are cut under predetermined
conditioo,s with gear making and sharpening ma-
chinery already in place ..and the Fette Heavy Duty
and Star SmaU Diameter hobs, with limited
sharpenings, could be more uitable for these cir-
cumstances. The e ' 'near" super hobs, because they
are re harpenable, can produce more piece per hob

Fig. H - Star CuUer's sm.alll diameter hob with Iimit,ed sharpening:;.. and might be the right choice when the manufactur-
i( ourlcsytar CuUier' Company.) ing cost accounting is reviewed .•
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Fig. '9 - Gash-Ma ter1M hob manu[ac&ured by FeUe Tool
(Courtes3"Fette Tool Sy tems.)
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Line of Action:- - ._.-

Concepts &Calculations
.Antonio Tua,

FHUSA. Balr,ee!lon.a, S:pa'in
DiU !McElroy,

GMt Independence, OH

In the past gear manufacturers have had to
rely on hob manufacturers' inspection of indi-
vidual elements of a hob, such as lead, invo-
lute, spacing. and runout, These did not al-
ways guarantee correct gears, as contained
elements may cause a hob to produce gears
beyond tolerance limits.

A solution to the individual element inspec-
tiOI1 is to have a "line of action" inspection that
is a composite of a1l individaul elements, giving
absolute assurance that the hob will cut parts to
print tolerances (negating machine errors).

The following technical presentation will
describe "line of action" and its benefits to the
gear producer.

Concepts and Calculations
It is understood that the line of action (gen-

eration) is the succession of points of contact

E Line of Action
Ek-

IPressure Angle - '""- Ef -...,

JggJiJIII
Gk. Gf

Fig.l
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between the hob flank and the gear flank during
the generation process,

This line. flown in Fig. L, is normal (per-
pendicular) to the hob flank profile and forms
with the horizontal line (line of generation), the
pressure angle value.

The generation segment (length of action) is
thenecessary generation length to generate all
the involute flank of a gear profile.

According to Fig. 1, we will detail all the
values:

Ek : Generation segment. of the gear
addendum.

Ef:;;;; Generation segment of the gear
dedendum.

E : Generation segment of the gear tooth
involute profile.

Ok :;;;;Addendum generation length.
Of= Dedendum generation length.
'G : Profile generation length.
G1 = Roughing length of the tooth profile.
Calculation formulae:
Ek = ..J((dOv 12 + hk.l ~(dOv 12 * cos ani)

- dO 12 * sin anv
hk:

Ef: sin an

E : Ek + Ef

Gk = Ek * cos an
Gf: Ef * cos an
G=Gk:+Gf



G' = ~( (dO 12 +n .i-I( dO. 12 - hk)2) - Gf
v 'ld v

being:
hk = hob addendum.
hid= gear addendum

dOy = normal pitch diameter.

Z]
dO = mn ... IV = mn > cos pmv
Zl = number of gear teeth
130[ :0:. gear helix angle at the pitch diameter
em. = normal pressure angle
So, in this way for a rack limit case (ZI, = ""):

h ltklei. .
--+--

E :0: sin 10m s:in 001

G = E'" cos em
For a module mn = 1

!:lk ::: 1.25

hkI = 1
we will have:
on :::20.°--> E "" 2.9238 + 2.6548 :::,6.5786

'G = 6.1989'

an = 30" -->E = 2 + 25 = 4.5
0=4.2286

an = IS" -> E = 3.8637 + 4 ..8296 = 8.6933
0=8.1690

If we divide the length G bytlie normal lead
(tn), we will obtain the necessary hob turns
(revolutions) to generate the gear tooth profil

G
Number of revolutions = t ...Z

n

being: Z= number of hob threads,
tn = nominal pitch

So we have:
an = ]4° 30.'---> 2.86 revolutions.
an = ~5D
an = 200

an", 30°

---> .2.6 revolutions.
---> l.9'7 revolutions.
---> 1.346 revolutions.

However, we can say that if we make three
revolutions. we will cover all the possibilitie
for any normal pressure angle.

,Checking and, Standards
In order 10 check a hob line of action

(generation), we mu t see the difference b -
tween mechanical checking machines and CNC
checking machines.

The mechanical checking machines. i.e,
Klingelnberg models PWF 250 and 300, have

Fig. 2

x

Hob Tooth Addendum

--. Line of Action
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this capability. In the CNC checking machines.
it is only a matter of oftware.

The checking ofthe line of action or genera-
tion is made according to the graphic in Fig. 2.
following the line AB. This line is held in a
plane tangent to the base circle (radius rg) ofthe
hob. because a hob for its involute profile, is
equivalent to a worm er '10 a gear with a number
of 'Ieeth. equalto the number of tarts.

Accordingly. Ibis criterion inthe graphic of
Fig. 3 represents the hob's different cutting
flanks and its correspondent. positions in the
gear tooth involute flank during the generation.
The points we measure in the line of action, El ',
E2'. E3' .....etc., generate the involute in the
points EL E2, E3, ..... etc .• placed on the theo-
retical. involute ..

On the other hand. accordingly. the number



Fig ..4a Gear Profile

Fig. 411 near Profile Tooth Chart

Table I
Individual Hob Error.

(Numbered in accordance with DI 3968)

6 - Addendum eccentricity diameter runout
7 - Cutting face error
8 - No adjacent flute spacing error
9 - Adjacent flute spacing error
10 - Adjac~.nI flute pacing error
II - Direction of blades (function of the module)
12 - Deformation profile
13 - Chordal thickness
14 - Axial lead between con eeutive cuuing edges
15 - Axial lead in one turn

}
0.6%
100%
94~

}
F= Error in one turn
IF:* :::Percentage of individual. errors on error IFc.

Table u I

Module range from 1.0
0.63 I 1.6 2.5 4 6.3 10 16
I 1.6 2.5 4 6.3 LO 16 ~5

..DIN '14 '14 '14 ±s ±6 ±s '110 ± 12
ISO ±4 '14 '14 '15 '1S ±6 ±8 '1 II

Variation along A DIN '16 '17 ±R '19 ± 10 '112 ± 16 ± 20
line of action ISO ±6 '16 ±6 is :1:8 ±IO ± 12 '118

1.6 from tooth to B DIN '112 t14 '11.6 '118 '120 ±25 ±32 '140
toOlh measured ISO '110 '110 til '11l ±13 ±l7 ±22 ±J2
at cutting edge.

C OJ· '125 '128 ±32 ±36 '140 '1SO ±63 ±80
[SO :1:20 ±20 :1:22 '126 :1:26 ±34 ±45 '163

AA DIN 8 8 10 12 16 20 25
ISO 12 I) 8 12 12 15 20 28

Cumulative 10
variation of . DIN 12 14 18 2U 2S 32 40
involute

ISO 14 14 16 19' 19 24 32 45
16

17 helicoid B D.lN 25 28 36 40 50 63 so
over active ISO 25 25 32 34 34 42 55 80

length.
28

C DIN SO 56 71 80 100 125 160
ISO 50 50 63 iO 70 85 110 160

3.0 G EAR TEe H N 0 LOG V

F.'"
0%
7%

7%

94%

Ihe nurnoer ofhob 'threads (tart ), the errorSev
can be variable.

Finally, we can consider that the line of
action errors are the re ulltof the hob errors ill the
hob's lead, profile. index, and run-out.
Interpretation of the Line of Action Check

H we do not consider .any kind of additional
errors beyond the hob error. the involute profile
generated by this hob should be identical to the
hob line of action checked.

In Fig. 4a we show a typical checked hob line
of action graphic. and in Fig. 4b, we show the
gear profile obtained with this hob without ma-
chine errors, hob workholding errors, ami with-
out machine flexing.

Adl·antages. The check: is independent of the
number of hob starts because we are checking
tlIe final re ult of the generated gear.

We know what the gear's profile will be.and
what will be affected by the hob Oil. the gear
profile quality. Thi win give the end user
absolute assurance of the hob quality and gen-
eratedgear profile.

In Table 1 we can see the percentage of the
individual hob errors, which will have an influ-
ence on the line of action checked. As we Call

see, the main factors are lead and profile.
Control (Check) Standards. The only stall-

dard which include the hob line of action ill-
. pection are DIN 3968 and the ISO. AU the other
tandards (AGMA, BS. MCH, etc.) only have a

an equivalent the checking of the lead in three
revolutions (Ihe maximum number of revolu-
tion to generate an involute profile), but they do
1II0t include the hob profile errors. In Table 2 we
show the inspection values according to DIN
and ISO standards,

The standards, which include the inspection
of the hob leadi n lhree revolutions depends on the
number of starts. So. fOJ!' example a an = 1.40 30',
the number of revolutions to be checked will be:

Z = I ----> 3 revolutions
Z = 2 > J.5 revolutions
Z '" 3 > I revolut.ion
Z", 4 > 0.75 revolution
Conclusion. The checking of the line of ac-

lion (generation) i tile only one which guaran-
tees the quality of the gear profile obtained by
generation with the hob ..We consider the line of
actioncontrol as the most important for hobs in
the complete inspection criteria of DIN and
[SO standard ..•
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Environmentally Safe
Fluids for Industrial

Cutting, Lubrication,
&Cleaning

Nleal Vandewall!e
IITW F,luid Pmducts Group.

Norcross, G,A -

Not longago, many manufacturing manag-
ers thought sensitivity toenvironmental protec-
tion standards meant additional expenses, de-
creased productivity, and a plethora of head-
aches and hassles.

But today, thanks to new technology and
products, helping to save the environment can
actually help manufacturing companies ave
money, time, and wear on equipment. and im-
prove the workplace for employees.

Sometimes it might seem hard to switch to
a new product after growing comfortable with
or accustomed to an old one, but it's becoming
important that everyone does his or her part to
better protect the environment. And, as in many
cases, when affordable technology is available
that will help, and when the initial cost is the
same as what many companies are paying for
older, environmentally hazardous products,
there's no reason for not switching.

Notably, vast improvements have been made
in the formulation of industrial cutting fluids for
tapping. machining, grinding, and other metal-
working tasks. These fluids are required to ex-
tend the life of tools that are subjected to heat,
stress. and friction in their normal operation.

For example, most current, popular tap-
ping fluids pose an environmental risk be-
cau se they contain l.Ll-trichloroethane
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(methylchloroform)as a primary active ingre-
dient. The substance evaporates readily, and
this family of solvents has been identified a a
leading cause of decay in the earth 's ozone
layer. which protects living matter from over-
exposure to ultraviolet rays from the sun. Re-
cent findings indicate serious ozone depletion
over the most densely populated portions of
the Northern Hemisphere. Previously. dam-
age primarily affected the unpopulated South
Polar Region,

Additionally, 1.l.I-trichloroethane can find
its way into and contaminate groundwater sys-
tems. Moreover, plantemployees who inhale the
vapor by-products can suffer adverse effects.

As a result, l.l.l-trichloroethane i sched-
uled to be banned by international agreement
by the year 2002. In the United States that
deadline has been moved lip considerably.
President George Bush recently announced
that the U.S. firms are required to phase out
production of chloroflurocarbons, halons, car-
bon tetrachloride. and l.Ll-trichloroethane by
December 31, 1995. According to the HSIA
(Halogenated Solvents Indu try Alliance), the
only exception to the ban win be "essential
uses and the servicing of existing equipment."

That's a strong message. What it means is
that companies have three, not 10 years. to



convert to other tapping fluids. free of such
hazardouingredients as l.l.l-trichloroethene,
The pressure is on.

Besides Tapping Fluids ••.
Other commonly used metalworking flu-

ids pose environmental threats. In mot
cases, these are oil-based fluids that need to
be applied generously to surfaces for metal-
working. Every year users dispose of thou-
ands of gallons of spent product. clas ified

as hazardous waste,
mn addition to disposal problems, flood! cool-

ants create health hazards. such as skinirrita-
lions. slippery fioor •and smoke/mist in the air.

To combat such hazards safer metalwork-
ing lubricatian systems, comprised of aHgh-
performance. vegetable-based fluid and appli-
calion system, have been developed, Tests
. how that. these ysterns pose no health risks to

worker or the environment.
Because of a higher lubric.ity factor, they

al 0 require only a thin molecular coadng on
the cutting edge of a tool to dramatically reduce
heat build-up during operation, When properly
applied with an apphcator, the lubricant is con-
sumed in the machiningproces • thus eliminat-
ing the need for maintenance of flood or water-
diluted coolants, sumps .. and other elaborate
drainage systems and waste dispo al,

Previou ly, on one machining line. 280,000
gallons per year of diluted oil-based coolant
were u ed. There was a constant need to dispose
of the coolant as it became contaminated and
rancid. With the new system .. each nozzle u e
only one-and-a-half ounce of Iubricaot daily.
and the whole operation uses only about 200
gallons per month or 2,4.00 gallons per year.

The resulting savings are substantial. and
there is virtuaHy no mess to clean, Previou ly,
oil-based fluids had to be collected and dis-
po ed of al. a waste dump. They also might
have been incinerated, Furthermore, the floor
and other urface at plants tnat have witched
to the vegetable-based lubricant ystem are
no longer covered with 0]1.

The natural lubricant al 0 cffer cther ben-
efits, Metal chips, which result from machin-
ing. remain dry and fall away cleanly from
operations. When traditional coolants are used,
the chips and oil remain on the finished parts
and can require an additional cleaning process
- and can create more contaminated run-off ..If

the metal shavings aren't completely removed
from a part, theycanimpair the operation of a
tinal assembly ..

The superior lubricity of the new veg-
etable-oil ba red products increases tool Iife
because reduced friction on the cutting sur-
faces eliminates the heat that causes the toolto
quickly wear out.

For instance, a steel fabricator began us-
ing a vegetable-based oil and application sys-
tem for its sawing operation and maintained
detailed records for a 30~day period. By the
end at the span, saw-blade life had almost
doubled from aprevious average of 28-32
hours to as much as 52 hours, Additionally,
there was no longer a need for cleanup after
sawing. The firm now' ends parts directly to
layout, punching. and end preparation, re-
ulting in lime and labor avings .

Moreover, because such ystems are free
of hazardous sub lances, their u e i n'tgov-
erned by the myriad of federal. state, and
local regulations that apply to most other
industrial lubricant and tapping fluids. So
firms that switch to the newer, environmen-
tally safe products can avoid compliance,
disposal. and administrative hassles.

Industrial Cleaners 'Can Be A Problem
Another problem area toward which to cast

an environmentally attuned eye is that of heavy
duty industrial. cleaners. Butyl Cellosolve, a
substance that reportedly cau es a variety of
evere health problem inlaboratory animals

and humans. is found in orne 'prominent in-
dustrial cleaners that call them elves "safe."
However, the American Conference of Gov-
ernmental Industrial Hygienists hasestablished
a maximum exposure level of 25 parts per
minion for the' ubstanee, and the use of Butyl
CeUosolve has been condemned by the Regis-
'try of Toxic Effects of Chemicals.

New non-toxic. biodegradable products are
available which contain no hazardous ingredi-
ents or solvents and which. with minor equip-
ment modificattuns, can replace vapor
degreasing ystems currently utilizing U,I-
trichloroethane as a primary cleaning agent.

The environment is everyone' business,
Utilizing today' s new technology not only helps
protect the environment, but al 0 makes good
business sense because the products are afford-
able, readily available, and ea y to use, 1.1

N,eal V,andewaUe
is tire Vice-President of
the nw Fluid P'rodUCI$
Group. He has (Jvel' a de-
cade of experiellce j'l the
metatworking industry.
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Classification of Types
of Gear Tooth Wear -

Part II
Louis Faure

CMD Iransmisslans,
Cambrai. F,rance

Ineroduetion
The first part of this article included abra ive

wear with two bodies, streaks and scoring. 1'01-
ishing, and hot and cold scuffing. This part will
deal with three-body wear, scratches or grooves,
and interference wear. Normal, moderate, and
excessive wear will be defined, and a descriptive
chart will be presented.

Wear With Three Bodies
This type of wear is characterized by the

presence of a third body (in genera] abrasive)
between the two surfaces in contact

Scratches. Grooves (Scratching). This type
of wear appears as isolated cavities and more or
less deep streaks on the teeth flanks oriented in
the direction of sliding motion. (See Fig. 1.) The
intervals separating these scratches. their length,
and their distribution on the teeth are very ir-
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regular. These scratches are generally caused by
the introduction of foreign bodies of variable
sizes in the gearing. particularly large dust par-
ticles. metallic particle. pieces of rust or
calamine, molding sand, etc,

This type or wear can oftenbe seen just after
start-up, after the repair of an installation, or
before the filter ha bad a chance to remove
impurities from the lubricant.

Open gears lubricated with grease are, be-
cause of insufficient protection, very often sus-
ceptible to this type of deterioration. Scratches
on the profiles are a sign of the presence of
foreign bodies in the teeth. To avoid the develop-
meat of abrasive wear, aile should

• assure the structural integrity of the gear
housing to prevent possible exterior pollution,

•. check the slate of the filters,

• filter the lubricant or change it,
• assure that no particles originating at the

foundry may detach from the housing,
• lightly polish the scratched zones and assure

that no hard particles are still embedded in the
teeth surfaces.

This type of degradation, whose cause is to
be looked for in the vicinity of the gear, is of
little concern to the teeth if discovered in time,
and if appropriate necessary mea uresare taken
to stop it development

We note a fundamental difference with the
metal pun-off or adhesion phenomena. which
are much more cause for concern, for they jeop-
ardize the gearing conditions.

Abrasive Wear. This wear phenornon is
caused by the presence affine abrasive particles



ill the lubricant.
hese particles may have come from the

exteri r environment of the gearing (du t, sand.
mi cellaneou .. impurities) and may have been
introduced in tile lubricant because of in uffi-
cient protection of the teeth. They may also have
come from the inside of the gearbox (foundry
sand partieles, particles from metal burrs or pit
hole .. oil impuritre ).

The appearance of abra ive wear depend on
[he ize and nature uf the contaminating par-
tides; forexample, a fine abra ivedust will form
a mixture with the lubricant which will polish
the teeth. giving them a dull, oft surface.

The presence of and in the oil or grease (in
the case of open gears) will generate a urface
aspect rougher towards the tooth lip with a few
scratches in the sliding direction and n polished
zone be.low the pitch line.

011 case-hardened gear . the presence of car-
bide near the surface may induce abra uve wear.
e pecial \y it the load on tHe teeth is heavy, and if
llilesliding lis high (a withllypoid gears) ..

When bigger panicles are found in the lubri-
cant, we Illay see the formation of'a few scratches
Oil the profiles (Cf. preceding paragraph.) They
are generally present in the middle of the pol-
ihed surface'.

In the ca e of abrasive wear. the particles are
constantly swept from the contact surface (ill

general by lubricanl).and we never encounter
local adhesion or micro-welding .

Abra: ive wear i thus totally different. from
scuffing phenomena because the cratches arid the
material removal een are not the results of faully
lubrication or inadequate service conditions. The
lubricant is often the vehicle which contains the
abrasive panicles and transports them tnJt)\Igholit

the 'y uem, cau ing pollution of the seals. bear-
ings. bushings. the pump. and all the meshings,

Abrasi e wear i' generally a phenomeno.ning effect i.11 the zone BB.
progres ing very quickly and resulting in all In case-hardened gears iHhe abrasive wear
increase of gear backla '11 in service. which may
bring about modifications in dynamic behavior.
andlor a distortion in the profile form which is
the ource of noises and vibrations.

If it is 1101 detected, the erosion mechanism
will continueartd result in pointed teelh.11 is not
rare to discover worn teeth a hown in' i.g. 2.
Most of the Iime.when we attain a critical
evolution a represented [here. the tooth ecuon
has reduced greatly, and we often observe shear-

Profile obtained by abrasive

Curve parallel to
initial profile
im:litstinll the
distortions created
by wear

- - .~-~
, /' Part of the'profile

with minimum wear
• :/' (pitch ina]
., / '.

B

A.. '-----
Fig. 2 . Abrasive wear mechanism.

i!> intense, i.l will result in a rapid reduction of the
thickness in the hardened surface on the teeth,
This will bring about the formation of another
type of deterioration (spelling) which will gen-
erally be fntal to the teeth. for the Ihickne S of the
hardened layer will no longer be sufficient 10

support the load to berransmiued. (See Fig. 3-
4.) If tile abra ive wear is detected in lime. before
its effect ha . call ed a modificalion of the pro-

Louis Faure
is III" Tcrhnira! MOIt(Jger
01 eMD Transmissions of
Cambrni, France. He is
(In (J('lil'e member (If [SO
and AFNOR (Association
Francais de Normalis ..
ation and the Union de
Normalisation de la
MecaniqlJl', lie hen abo
tough: gear 1III.'0ry and

files and an inc rea e of backla h incompatible Rear [ailur» Gila/pis.
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with the gearing function, and if its causes are
perfectly established so that efficient remedies
can be undertaken, we will observe a durable

stabilization of the stale of the teeth.
Interference Wear

This type of wear occurs when contact
between teeth happens in had geometric
conditions at the beginning or the end of
meshing. This is the case mainly when the
contact occurs outside of the action segment.
The two profiles in contact are no longer
tangent, and their faulty mating during this
period of the meshing generates an overload
or hock inthe teeth zones concerned ..

We observe during the beginning of meshing
a concentration of the load on the low point. of the
driving element. At the end of the reces ion, we
encounter the concentration of the load at the tip
of the driving element profile.

This interface mechanism is illustrated on
the sketch in Fig. 5. We have represented on each
side of the segment of action T1 T2 two pairs of
teeth meshing in interference position, In gen-
eral, an interference wear appears at the low
point of the profile in a narrow wear zone (some-
times with the presence of pitting or cratches),
and at the tooth tip in the form of streaks prone
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to evolving into scratches and, in extreme cases,
metal pun-off.

In general, since we will detect shocks at
extreme points of the meshing, this type of wear
will result in an increase in gearing noise. In the
case of through-hardened gears we observe 3.

hollow in the lower parts of the profile, as well
as a light flow on the high parts of the profile,
which will resuIt in the formation of a burr onthe
active ridge at the tooth tip ..In general, interfer-
ence wear is not dangerous, for as the gear wears
off, we will observe a reduction of shocks and
overloads at the extreme points of the meshing,
The degradation which may be observed on the
flanks will end up by running in and disappear-
ing, and the noise level will reduce.

In general, intesference wear is not influ-
enced by the lubrication quality. We encounter
this type of wear:

• When the design of the teeth was bad
(primary interferences),

• When the teeth have undergone overloads
which have brought about exaggerated deflec-
tions of theteeth in service,

• When the gear contains, in the critical
zones of the profiles, excess material which
results from cutting defects.

• When one or more teeth have been dis-
torted. cracked, or broken in service. In this
case, the meshing of the following tooth and!
perhaps a few other following teeth is no longer
assured, and we observe shocks at the base of the
profile which generally are extremely severe
and can cause the formation of deep hollows.
Fig. 6 gives an example of interference wear
recorded on the flanks of a gear wheel.

Normal Wear
This is a slow, progressive wear which is .110t

prejudicial to keeping the gear in service for the
normal expected life.

In this class of wear we generally place
common wear abrasion with two bodies in all its
different possible manifestations. hI the case of
normal wear, we are not in the presence of
damage, but ofa normal appearance which shows
proper operation of the teeth.

In general,this type of wear requires no
special inspection or any systematic follow-up
if we do not see any notable evolution after a
certain time of gear operation. This type of wear
appears very slowly in surface-hardened teeth.
The same is true for lightly loaded gears.



For gears of moderate hardne. s, the wear
will develop OIl each side of the pitch line where
sliding i null by modifying the shape of the
profile a indicated in Fig. 7. As long as the wear
remains [ow, this type of profile form evolution
of the teeth is beaeficialat the meshing level, for
it allows better ab erption of the teeth impact
during their engagement.

We will thus often observe the disappear-
ance in time of the treaks at the tooth tip 01:

at the root of the teeth, which . ometimes
appear soon after first ..tart-up ofa gear (in
the general ea e of gear teeth loaded at low
speed or medium speed).

As wear progresses, the profile devia-
tions will increase with such consequences as an
increase of dynamic efforts during meshing. as
revealed by the increase in noi e and vibration
levels or an increase in backla h.

We can fix a limit [0 normal wear by
considering the following:

• The maxirnum value of backlashautho-
rized in service by the designer ofthe gear. This
tolerated value win be very much cli.fferent
whether the load direction changes or remains.
always applied to the same eries of flanks
during the rotauon of one of the gear wheel. .

•.The vibration level or noise level. which
should not surpass a certain pre 'et value.

.•The dynamieeffecu during meshing due to
deviation of profile caused by wear .. In fact.
these deviations generate overloads on the teeth
for which the gearing has not neces arily been
sufficiently dimen ioned when designed. They
are generally difficult to estimate. but the ap-
pearance or the progression of pitting on the
teeth can be a useable erirerion to et [he end of
normal wear.

We will consider the criteria defined above
each time that the mechanism in which the gear
is placed transmit alternate effects or is subject
10 important torsional vibrations. They should
also be considered in the case of gears used for
driving alternative machines or machine of
high inertia having long drive hafts or with low
rigidity, orin the case of mechanisms with back-
lash compensation or gear used to carry out
preci e di placements.

To follow the evolution of backlash in ser-
vice, we can periodically record the distance
between the profiles, either with. thickness
gauges inserted between the teeth or by "rotat-

711 Wear on
11_- loath Tip

Pitch
". D' amater
c- "" 11'1_ .. ~

_.~. Pitch Diameter

Tooth Root Wear

Fig. 7a· Distinctive aspect of distortion of gear teeth profiles under wear
action. 7b· PrinCiple of direct wear measurement.

Viewaccord~'ngtoF .. "". ".".""-

". " "

. "..""... "" .... " " Thewearis materialized byrhe print of
. ".. ". the mating tooth.. . . J

I

IRuie

Fig. 8 . Measure of wear by comparison with initial profile.

ing" the teeth and measuring with a comparator
the relative movement of one element of the gear
in relation to another near the pitch line,

We can at 0 make a direct evaluation of wear
on the teeth by using the following method:

.•.Check the value of Wk over Kteeth. which
gives the distance near the pitch line measured
on the K teeth. M d'lis point onrhe teet h. the wear
is lowest, (Cf. Fi.g. 7b.)

.•.Check: the value of the dis tance over the K
+ n teeth (n ;;;;;;lor 2) in such a manner as to
tangent toprofiles near the tip circle.

.•.Check: the value of the distance over the K
- n (11 "" 1 or 2) in such a manner as to tangent the
profiles near the dedendum in the place where
the teeth show the greatest wear (Cf. ig. 8).

• Determine the wear value using the foUow-
ing formula:

wear on tooth addendum:

U£..K.±..ll.....R~K + fI}

2
wear on tooth dedendum:

(W K - '1, Vb - F K - n)
2

with Pb = base pitch
The wear values obtained (reduced from tip

relief if need be) win be used for maximum

J A r.I U A R Y I F E.e FI U A R Y , 9 g 3 .31
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backlash calculation of the gear in operation. In
certain cases, the wear on the flank dedendurn
may be obtained from the print left by the mating
wheel by direct measurement with gauges (See
Fig. 8). Generally we can classify as normal
wear the following surface aspects:

• Streaks or scratches on the teeth urface,
providing that they do not evolve while in
service,

• Polishing, providing that its surface does
not show localized traces of metal pull-off or
scuffing.

• Abrasive wear, providing that its progres-
sion is slow or has become stabilized, This type
of wear is often beneficial at the beginning of a
gear life for it encourages the e tablishing of
good contact surfaces.

• Interference wear when it is slightly
marked on the teeth .. In the case of through-
hardened teeth. we can admit that normal wear
is often accompanied by the formation of pit-
ting in the heavy loaded zones of the gear. (See
Figs. 9-]0,)

Moderate Wear
At this stage of weal' development. the teeth

appearance is such that we can easily notice that
material removal has occurred during operation
near the tip of the teeth and on tooth flank
dedendurn.In general the trace on the operating
pitch line becomes apparent and appears as a
continuous line of low thickne s alii the whole
width of the teeth. On this, line we do not notice
any wear or material removal.

Moderate wear is characterized by loss of
material along the profiles which is more rapid
than that obtained in the case of normal wear.
This wear appears most often when the gears
operate near their limit rate of lubrication. Many
gears, because of voluntary oil viscosity limits
rendered mandatory by use conditions (cold start-
ing without. preheating, for example), operate
under such condition .

This type of wear appears almost systemati-
cally in the case of highly loaded gears made of
through-hardened steel and running at low
speed. In this ca e. we often ee the appearance,
of pitting, which is more or less dense on the
teeth profiles. (See Figs. 11-12.)

The presence of particles in the lubricant or
the pollution of the lubrication device can also
lead to the generation of this type of wear. The
moderate wear seen on the teeth is not in most



applications an abnormal phenomenon and may
be considered non-destructive.

It can generally be tolerated. but can be
reduced by increasing the oil film thickness,
mainly by assuring a better cooliagof the ail
(reducing gearing operating temperature), or by
increasing the oil viscosity. We can also possi-
bly reduce the load ollt-he teeth (for example by
lmproving the dynamic conditions).

If the gearing i operating with lubrication by
plashing, we will often obtai II good re ults by

mstalting an injection lubricariun: y tern with
a filter to retain the metallic particles in 51.1 -

pension in the oil.
ln the ca e of gear wheels lubricated with

grease, we obtain a noticeable improvement
by replacing thi lubricant by oil whenever
possible. This implies that the sealing condi-
tions ill relation to the environrnenr, the condi-
'lion ofexterior pollution by the oil, orthe ______
, afelY conditions (iustallarion temperature)
will allow such replacement.

A moderate wear can lead to an increa ing the
noi e and vibration oflhe gear which ometimes
re ult in a reduction of anticipated gear life.

EX!cessive and Destructive Wear
This type of wear is considered an anomaly

which often leads to rejecting the gear or antici-
pating it replacement,

The result is an important. change of teeth
shape and ill most cases in a great reduction of
their thickne . Thi deterioration. of teeth can
result from eparaie or joint action of one or
more wear phenomena described in the preced-
ing paragraphs. We can, for example, find teeth
whose general appearance is comparable to that
of moderate wear, but the volume of material
removal is very large. We note the appearanceof
a step near the tooth root, the very low residual
tooth thickness, and the destruction of the over-
all shape of the profile. This type of deterioration
is geaerally generated by ahra ive wear, which
can in certain cases. when the residual thicknes
of the teeth becomes weak. end lip in the total
breakage of whole teeth by hearing.

We can also find destructive wear which i
the result of adhesive wear and is due to direct
contact between teeth flanks because the load
transmitted was 100 large for the lubricant u eel.
It i. often the case for highly loaded gearing
running slowly. where we observe the develop-
ment of cold scuffing or of deep scratches.

1
Pitch Circle

Pite h eire Ie

Fig. 13- Mechanism of destructive wear.

The sketch in Fig. 13 show. how the destruc-
tion occurs on teeth profiles.

In the case of through-hardened gearing,
undetected hot scuffing can most of the time
result in de tructive wear which win take the
gear out. 'of service.

Destructive weal' call also be caused by the
development of severe pitti rig. wh ich mo Iof the
lime is localized below the pitch line. and which
is cau sed by multiplying the falling in of the
teeth surface in the region affected, thus destroy-
ing the general profile shape. (See Figs. 14-16 ..)
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Before trying to find a remedy for excessive
wear to save the gear, the underlying cause (or
causes) must be determined.

• In the case where the lubricant is responsible,
its performance must be increased (viscosity
choice), or the load to be transmitted must be
reduced, If the profiles are deeply distorted. this
remedy will be efficient only if a run-in or a re-
machining of the teeth is performed to re-establish
a good conformity of the contact surfaces (in the
case of through-hardened gears) ..

• In the case of excessive wear caused by abra-
sion, an improvement of the housing sealant or
lubricant filtration will quite often solve the prob-
lem. However. we must be certain that the exces-
sive wear demonstrated by increase of backlash
between the teeth is compatible with the full safety
operation of the driven element. When there is a
doubt, a gear replacement must be performed .

• When we see excessive wear caused by the
multiplying of pitting on the teeth and often
accompanied by an increase of noise and gear
vibration, (in the case of through-hardened teeth)
we can proceed to a re-machining of the teeth or
a grinding of upper parts of flanks which are too
thick, to try to re-establish a good conforrnity of
the geometry of tile teeth. in contact We can also
increase the lubricant viscosity, which would
effect a reduction in pitting development.

Ifdespite this treatment, such wear continues to
deve lop. it means that the load transmitted:is exces-
sive for the material performance and the causes
have to be looked for in the unforeseen overloads
which happen in service. or in the insufficient
hardness of the teeth flanks (in the case of through -
hardened teeth). The entire design of 'the gear has
to be re-examined.

Conclusion
To complete this article, we propose a classi-

fication of wear phenomena which has been es-
tablished as fellows: We have recorded in a double
chart different wear forms on one side, and on the
other side, different characteristic wear levels.
(See Table I.)We have placed with references
and arrows arranged in chart boxes each type of
wear at its initial development stage (which we
can usually ascertain), and possible evolution
which we may ascertain for each phenomenon
previously described .•
Acknowledgements: Published as A.GMA documents

88 FTM 4 and in Europower Transmission. Apr.il.
1992. Reprinted with permission.



Our Readers Discuss
Gear Rattle, Gear Books,

and Gear Tech
Investigation of Gear Rattle

Phenomena
The article by Messrs. Rust, Brandl

and Thien was very interesting in its
description of the problem and of some
of the interactions which occur.

The authors have concentrated ex-
clusively on the excitiation due to tor-
sional vibrations from the engine. but
in general. this is only part of the prob-
lem. As they correctly deduce. it is
angular acceleration that is critical, but
in many cases, the angular acceleration
is due to a combination of engine
torsiona Is and gear transmi ssion errors.

At [,500 rpm with 05% speed fluc-
tuation twice per revolution the angu-
lar acceleration due to the engine is
250 rad/s2

. A transmission error of [
jlm at 30 mm radius on a gear at a
frequency of 30 times per revolution
(once per tooth) gives an angular ac-
celeration of 740 rad/s2 at this speed,
and so can greatly assist rattling,

he effects of gear transrni sion
error on rattle can normally only be
neglected if the gears are quite excep-
ticnally accurate .. However, the gear
errors tend to give impacts on the drive
flank only, rather than the leading and
idling flank impacts associated with
engine torsionals,

J.D. Smith
Cambridge University
Cambridge. England

Good Gear Books Revisited
I believe you will still find Wire

Measurement of Screws, Gears, Splines,
and Worms by W. F. Vogel available

from Joseph Silvagi, Camdale Preci-
sian ..Inc., 15900 Common Road. P. O.
Box 295, Roseville. M[ 48066. He also
has copies of Vogel's Involutometry &

Trigonometry.

Robert E. Smith,
R. E. Smith & Co., Inc.
Rochester, NY

Rave Reviews
An addendum to one of the re-

sponses to our Readers' Survey in our
last issue ...

I realize that a cover heet was not
required for this faxed re ponse, but I
felt duty bound to elaborate on my
impressions of Gear Technology,

..J have been on the mailing list
since the first issue of the magazine.
Since then I have saved every issue,
EVER Y issue. Information gleaned
from its pages has provided me techni-
cal material with which to solve prob-
lems, spectacular cover to grace the
appearance of my office, and historical
commentary that added color and COII-

tent to Lectures [ have givea on the
subject of gear .

The series of drawings by DaVinci
on the early issues, tile photo of the
"South Pointing Chariot," and articles
on everything from the basks to the
arcane make thi magazine nothing less
than a collection of superlatives.

Keep up the excellent work!

Raymond E. Shaw
Executive VP/Gear Engineer
Maddox Metal Works, Inc ..
Dallas, TX

VIEWPOINT
We wellcome your o,pinion. Shar'e
your viewpoint. with the rest of
our readers ..Addressvour Iletters
to The IEditor, Giear Technology,
IP'..0 ..Box 1426.IE.lkIGroveVmage,
It 60009',We' reserve the Iri'glht
to edit letterswhen spac,e re-
quirements demand it
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Hiring & Firing the
Older Employee

Be' wary of the reasons you give ,either verbally Dr in wtiting'.

m iven th,e CU, rre,nt ec,o-
nomic and legal eli-
male, matters of hir-
ing and firing are

cause for considerable con-
cern among managers. In ad-
dition to all the other factors
to 'be considered, employers
must be wary of exactly how
the e procedures hould be
carried out, so that the com-
pany i not left open to law-
S!!its ba ed on charges 0 f di -
crimination of one kind or
another. The rea on given
for a particular employment
decision may be as crucial to
determining liability a the
decision .itself.

Employers need to be es-
pecially wary in the case of
employees over 40, who
may have cause for litiga-
lion under the Age Di -
crimination in Employment
Act (" DEA"). Several re-
cent ca e iIIu trate the fine
line an employer must walk
when terminating or refu -
ing to hire an older em-
ployee. While these cases
relate to industries other than
gear manufacturing. tile is-

Ho,ward J. Rlubin
Enen C.Auwalrter

sue they rai e can affect
any company and are, there-
fore, instructive.

A recent decision from
the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, in
New York, Ba» v, Times
Mirror Magazines, lnc.,
provides vital clarification
of two legal principle that
are oftenllitigaled when-
ever an employee or job
applicant ue for age dis-
crimination. Both jnin-
ciple relate to the rea ons
given by the employer for
the termination of 'the cur-
rent employee or its refusal
to hire a prospective em-
ployee. The Bay decision
illustrates how the way in
which an employment de-
cision is ju tified can be
critical to the employer's
defense to an age discrirni-
nation claim.

Beware of
"Overqu allfled"

The Bay case am e be-
eau e of Time Mirror's ac-
quisilionof Field & Stream
magazine. after which Times
Mirror implemented a reer-

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
ganizatinn. As a result otthe
reorganization. plaintiff's
po ilion - a publisher of
Field & Stream - wa down-
graded to one with less re-
sponsibility and a reduction
.in alary, The downgrade
al 0 required that Bay report
to It second-level managerra
group publisher) instead of
to the pre ide III of the corn-
pany, as he did before the
reorganization. Times Mir-
WI' interviewed Bay and oth-
ers for the position of group
publi her. But because Bay
would not accept the demo-
lion or the concept of group
publi her. he was tenninated,
Inhisagediscnmination law-
suit, Bay argued that he had
been rejected tor Ihe posi-

Managling a business
today is hard work. Let
"Manalglement IM,a,t-
tars' lend a hand. TeU
us what management
matters intensS you.
Write' tOI us' at IP.O.IBo•.
1426. E,lk 'Gro,ve. Ill .•
60009. or call our staff
at '(708),437'-6604.

IHowardiJ. Rubin
is a partner 1\";,'11 th« Jaw
firm of Davis & Gilbert,
New York Cil), ......hich
speciaiizes ;11 advertis-
ill g, ma rketi fig. WId bus-
iness law,

Ellen C. Auwarter
i.~all associate \1';111 the
same firm.
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tion of group publi her be-
cau e he was overqualified.

In so arguing, Hay sought
to take advantage aft he rela-
tively new case law in the
Second Circuit that an em-
ployer who refu e to hire a
job applicant or fire an older
worker becau e that person
is "overqualified" for the
po ition, may be guilty of
age di crlmlnation. Thi
principle was e rablished
in Taggart v. Time. Inc. and
Binder v, Long Island Light-
ing Co. (;oULCO"). The Sec-
ond Circuit panel in these
cases reasoned thai. ingen-

olely becau e he wa aid to

be overqualified for some
po itions and underqualified
for others. The Court held
that Time's refusal to hire
Taggart solely becau e he
was overqualified consti-
tuted circumstance from
whicn a reasonable juror
could infer discrimination by

Time by concluding that. the
rea on given was not bel.iev-
able and therefore a pretext.

In the Binder case, an
employee had been forced
i1110 earl y retirement after hi
pcsition was eliminated.
Plaintiff argued that posi-

MANA'GEMENT MATTERS
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

A CQ'.RcluSOIY ,s.t:ate'ment that a

person is "overqluaillifiie,d" may

easily serve as a m,asik for age'

d iscri'miinatiion.

••1.1
1.1.1.1.1.1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

end, the older ~Iper all gets, tions had been available, but
the more qualified he or she had been filled by younger
become _The Court's deci- people. LILCo. did notcon-
sions reflected it concern
thatemployers might use the
excuse that a person is "over-
qualified" as a coverup for
age di crimination. If em-
ployers could fire or refuse
to hire "overqualified" ap-

plicants, it would e senti ally
be providing employer with
a pretext. i.e .• 3, way of dis-
guising the fact that age di -
crimination played a part in
that deci ion.

In Taggart. a prospective
employee had applied for 32
positionsat Time Inc. and
was not placed in any oflhem

test thai fact and in lead de-
fended its decision by stal-
ing that no available posi-
tion was "suitable' or "ap-
propriate" for Binder' s level
of skill and salary, Con e-

quently, LlLCO be lieved
that Binder might become
frustrated if a position made
little u e of hi experience ..
In re pon e to thai conten-
tion. the Court noted that
although a jury could can-
elude that LILCO was acting
out of a genuine concern for
Binder's job satisfaction. it
could also conclude that



LlLCO's explanation was a
pretext. for age discrimina-
tion. The Court noted that
the Age Discrimination iii!
Employment Act "does 110t

forbid employers from adopt-
ing policies against 'under-
employing persons in cer-
tain positions. so long as
those policies are adopted
in good faith and are ap-
plied evenhandedly, ". With
that, the Court reversed the
District Court's grant of
summary judgment io fa-
vor of the employer.

The concurring opinion
in Binder is instructive, for
its warning led to the ruling
in Bay. The occurrence sug-
gested that Taggart and
Binder may lead employers
to believe thar.l:hey can never
hire or fire a person based
upon whether that person is

Thus, the Bay court held
that employers had to give
an explanation whenever
they faded to hire or termi-
nated an employee on the
grounds of overqualjfication,
With respect to the decision
to terminate Bay, Times
Mirror had provided suffi-
cient explanation in that
there was more than a
conclusory statement that
Bay would have been over-
qualified, Indeed, Bay him-
self conceded at his depo-
sition that he was dissatis-
fied with his downgraded
position both because of
his diminished responsi-
bilities and because he
would be required to report
to a seeond-Ievel manager,
This was the very concept
with which he disagreed,
Given those facts, the Court

overqualified and that, ifthey held: "Dissatisfaction in a
do so, an age discrimination
law uit will automaticatly go
to trial. The concurringjudge
opined that an employer may
actually have legitimate rea-
sons for declining to employ
overqualified individual and
should not be prohibited from
declining to do so,

The Bay case responded
to the call for clarification
when it held that

"Neither [Taggart nor
Bin.der] forbids employers
from deciding to place ern-
ployees in positions for
which they are overquali-
fied on the ground that
overqualification may af-
fect performance nega-
tively .... The problem ad-
dressed in those cases is that
a conclusory statement that
a person is overqualified

downgraded position is a
legitimate reason for all,
employer to replace an
employee with someone
not distracted by such dis-
satisfaction. "

When making hiring de-
cisions. companie should
carefully evaluate the
applicant's qualifications
against the duties of the job,
and. if it is determined that a
person is not appropriate for
the job, or is not the best
applicant available, be spe-
cific in the company' s
record about why the appli-
cant is being rejected, rather
than merely saying that he or
she is "overqualified" for the
job, Remember that compa-
nies are not required to tell
applicant why they are not
being hired. This is probably

may easily serve as a mask the best course to follow,
for age discrimination," With respectto reorgani-
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zations, a similar course of
action should be adhered to.
Be specific about the rea-
sons for the "overqualif-
ication." In addition, be
mindful of the factthat the
employee being asked to
take a. demotion is still on the
premises. Communication is
critical. Indeed, a key factor
supporting the decision in
Binder is that the plaintiff
was never given any oppor-
tunity to say whether he
would be content in a down-
graded position. In contrast,
Bay's opinion was dear: he
"chafed at the diminution of
his responsibilities," both
while still employed and at
his deposition. That fact
was instrumental in the
Court's decision that he in
fact was "overqualified" for
the position and that the em-
ployer's decision to termi-
nate him was justified by a
nondiscriminatory reason.
Therefore, it is wise to give
the employee every oppor-
tunity to show that he or she
would or would not be dis-
satisfied with thedemotion,

Salary and Length of
Service as Factors

The Bay decision is in-
structive in another thorny,
oft-litigated area - namely,
the issue of whether an em-
ployer can make employment
decisions based on a person' s
salary or length of service.
Prior to Bay, consideration
of either factor had been held
impermissible under the
ADEA. Bay. however.
reached the opposite conclu-
sion, In support of his claim
that the most senior, highly
compenated employees
were eliminated after the re-
organization, plaintiff urged

46 G e "R Tee Ii to! 0 LOG v

the Court to consider an in-
rer-office memorandum writ-
ten by the Chairman of Times
Minor and circulated to
James Kopper, the Executive
Vice President to whom Bay
had to report in the down-
graded position. The memo-
randum noted 'that Bay's sal-
ary was well above the sala-
ries of Times Mirror's other
publi hers and was more than
Times Minor would have to
pay for a group publisher, the
title just above plaintiff's.
Plainti ff'arg ued that these ref-
erence to :ialary established
that "high salary was a criti-
cal factor in the decision not
to retain [him]."

The Court held that noth-
ing in the ADEA prohi~ited
an employer from making
employment decisions that
"relate an employee's salary
to contemporaneous market
conditions and the respon-
sibilities entailed in particu-
lar positions in concluding
that a particular employee's
salary is too high. To be sure,
high salary and age may he
related. but. so long as the
employer's decisions view
each employee individually
on the merits, do 110t impose
a general rule that has a
disparate impact on older
workers ... and are based
solely on financial consid-
erations, its actions are 110/

barred by the ADEA."
Despite this seemingly

dear direction from the Sec-
ond Circuit. decision. since
Bay continue to grapple with
the fine line between whether
considerations of salary and
length of service are in fact
"based solely on financial
considerations" or whether
they provide evidence of age

discrimination. In a decision
from the Western Di trict of
New York, Wolf v, Ferro
Corp., plaintiff introduced
two pieces of directevidence
insupportofhis age discrimi-
nation claim. First, he cited a
statement from defendant. a
manufacturer of speciality
ceramics, that he was let go
instead of a. younger em-
ployee "because it was ex-
pected that [plaintiff] would
retire soon, whereas [the other
employee Iwas much younger
and would continue to de-
velop," The second piece of
evidence was a statement re-

"desire to 'replace an older
employee with a young one
for the sole purpose of econo-
mizing on salary costs.' "

Bay stands out as the no-
table exception W the gen-
eral rule that salary and
length ofservice are imper-
missible factors. Ifthi plit
in the appellate courts con-
tinues, it is 1ikely that th is
issue will head to the U.S.
Supreme Court for resolution.

Inthe meantime, compa-
nies would be wise to assess
each termination of employ-
ees over 40 using the criteria
outl ined in the Bay case: j us-

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
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terminatiun of over~40 I.
•••• I.

• •stance of their p'lerformance and

on the need of the !compl,any to

save ,8 certain numb,er of

doUars, not on the smaller sala-

ries of y,oulngelr emlpl,'oyeles.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
garding thetandards the
employer used to decide who
should be laid off during the
reduction-i n-force:"We
talked in terms of dollars ....."

In deciding that Wolfs
case had to proceed to trial,
the Court noted that the first
comment indicated that the
comparative ages of the two
employees factored j nto
defendant' decision to dis-
charge plaintiff, and the sec-
ond comment indicated a

tify uch terminations by
evaluating the employee as
to the substance of hi or her
performance, and relate the
termination solely to the fi-
nancial performance of the
company and its need to save
a certain sum of money - not
to the salary of a younger
employee .•

Admow[edgemenl: ..D & G
Digest" Jul.....and September.
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., M aterials and Heal Treatment
• Lubrication

.' Vibnuion aud Noise in Gear Units
,',Gear Manufacluring

• Special Topics in Gcarin!!

The seminar will. be held in San Diego. CA. on
March 3 and 4. 1\193. Cosl will be 495 per
pervon. Call U~ reday for more informal ion.

The Dudley Techntcal Group Inc,
17150Via Del Campo, Suite ~08

Sail Diego. CA 92127-2139
Phone: 1.!00-354-5178

619·487-4678
I-AX 619-487-489~

Rates: Line cia .. Hied - 37.50 per line. Slines per inch, 300 minimum.' lassified Display - per inch un min.l.1X -170, 3X-$I60,
,6,X- $150. Type will 'be set 10 advertiser's layout or Gear Technology will et type at no extra charge.
Paymenc.: ull payment mu 'I accompany classified ads. Send check or Viisa/Ma.~ler~arcllAmerican Express number and expiration dale
to: Gear Technologv, P'. O. Box 1426. Elk Grove Village. EL. 60009. gene)' Cemmf siomo agency commission on classifleds,
Materials .Deadline: Ads must be received by the 25th of the month. two months prior to publication. Acceptanc,e: Publisher reserves
the rlght to accept or reject classified advertisements at his discretion.

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 19934,1'



Don'lll,et the e,omp'etition run alway with
aU fhe "INew IBusinesslllf

R,each decisiion makers around thewor:ld.

Ad'vedise in ,Gear Technology
before they get away.

'Calli (708) 431-6604

1-
'1M!Ii

Precision Hobs and Cutters,
for Fine Pitch Gears

• Hobs available in
Carbide and High
Speed Steel

.1 Cutters available
in High Speed Steel

.1 Hobs and Cutters
avai,lable with Gold
Star® Coatings

Also A'Vailabl'e:
_ Profil'e Cutlers for Bevel Gears I. Hobs for Worm Wheels
• Internal' Thread Cutters _ External Tih,read CuttersI. Hobs for !Epicycloids • Shaping ToolsI. Hobs for Invo'lule Gears • Skiving Hobs

_ Up 10 .300%inceease in operal.ing lUe

ST:A!RCUT SALES, INC.
Subsidiary of Star Cutter Company

23461 Industr,iall Park Drive
Farmington Hillis. IMI 48335
313/474-8200 FAX 313/474-951,8
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CALEND'AR
MARCH 3-4, ]993
Dudley Gear Seminar, San Diego, CA.
A two-day lecture series 0111 current
and advanced gearing topics includ-
ing failures. rating, material and heat
treatment. lubrication, vibration and
noise, and manufacturing. For more
information cal] The Dudley Techni-
cal Group Inc, at (800) 354-5178 or
(619) 487-4678 or fax. (619)487-4893.

MA.RCH8-1l,. 1993
National Manufacturing Wee.kSM.

National Design Engineering Show
& Conference. McCormick: Place
East, Chicago, IL. Sponsored by the
National Association of Manufac-
turers, this is a comprehensive de-
sign engineering event featuring
design systems, OEM components,
CAD/CAM systems and services for
product design engineering, Held
in conjunction with the National
Plant Engineering & Maintenance
Show & Conference andthe Inter-
national Control Engi.neer.ing Ex-
position & Conference. For more
information, contact NAM at (203)
352-8239 or FAX (203) 964-8489.

APRIL .21-.28, 1993
Hannover Fair, Hannover, Germany.
The world's largest exhibit of indus-
trial equipment, components. and sys-
tems by companies from around the
world. There will be all.AOMA Group
Pavilion in the Power Transmi sion
and Control Sector of the how. For
information about attendance or ex-
hibiting. contact Kurt Medert at
AGMA Headquarters, (703) 684-0211.



Custom-made high precision
.-spiral bevel gears with

two m01nths,'
delivery!

Our basic product is spiral bevel gears. Our
experience in handling highly classified
mMeriais, OUf high precision hard cutting
method, as well8s our own hBat treatment
spotlight us as a g98r producer for
d,1NIIding customers. such as ths off-shore
nminmllndustriH.lS W8IJ as machine
tDIJI.nd CIIIMnuffi:turers. FurthtInrtonI,
.. .I..... ~,speciaIIy dfvrI/rJpfItJ fJJr
~~ .. .lfI9IlIIJIIIIllHNIl&. Our,.,..

Special Gear Boxes
In addition to spiral bevel gears, ATA also
manufactures custom tailored complere gear
units for marine and heavy duty applications.

HydroPower PII_
-Th" ATA product development work is

remarkably represented by propeller-turbine
QPMIted sm.u electric power plants.
·Tumkfry- ~ hydro..tectric power
pI.",.~..", t.IIIBf~,.,
1IDfIIfI'~of._kW.

OUR C::OHTACT LN IUI~S.A.
INORDIC INTERNAJilOtW. INC.
M'f Thad N. S<:hott
1340 Depot Street
Cleveland Ohro 44116 USA
Tel: (216) 33122311. Fax: (216} 33112232 CIRCLIE.0.·8'on READE'R REPLY CARD

ATAOSAKEYHTIO
RO,Box 120, S~33101 lAMPERE, IF'INLANID

Phone +35B 31620100', fax +358316:2.0 457, telex 22502 AlA sf



...With Three Heavy Hitters Joining Our Proven Line-up Of All Star Gear~FinishingPerformers.
In today's ever-changing global marketplace, the Red Ring
team is committed to helping customers maintain their
competitive edge, with the best roster of gear production
machines, cutting & forming tools, broaching machines and
related products in the industry.

That's why every product we make is backed by the' highest
level of customer service,technical expertise, performance,
quality and on-time delivery the industry has to offer. So
next time you're faced with a gear finishing challeng'e,
remember, Red Ring hasall the basescovered.

~R~
N'ationa'll Broach & Machi!ne Co'. 6EARlN6THEWORLDFORTOMORROW

17500 TWENTY-THREE MIlE ROAD • MACOMB, MlCIDGAN 48044 • 313-263-0100 • T.ElF.X 2},o4281NATBR:OACH .MENS• FAX.313-263-45 n
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